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Dr. Silvie Klein-Franke 

Introduction
Note 

I want to radically share

my views on group dynamics that I concluded integrating natural and social science studies and long-
standing own practical experience, plus

the best books, reviews, meta-analysis, studies, models and films that I have collected over 35 years

for the sake of meeting acute sustainability challenges 

with the full human potential, creativity and knowledge asap.

…because I still would like to see results in my lifetime. 

Therefore, you are free to use this material as long as you stick to the compass I address below.

I would be grateful, if you would further stick to the good scientific practice to acknowledge 

this intellectual property of integration and sharing a bulk of relevant but so far not connected studies 
by  mentioning my authorship when appropriate. 
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The productive conversation matrix:
In view of the outcome of my talk during your 

meeting I have invested still more in “contributing” 

by adding specific resources, slides & links to hopefully

still enable a deepened understanding

– for those  interested in “processing”.

I hope therewith to still clarify points, 

relevant for your success in promoting women

to leadership positions.

All of which took time 

– apologies for the delay.

SKF

43/24/2022

0. Reflections on MUST meeting 2022

Source:  Edmondson, A. C., & Besieux, T. (2021). Reflections: voice and silence in workplace conversations. Journal of Change Management, 21(3), 269-286
Figure 1, page 4 Furher refer to the Learning org. model by Agyris&Schön ppt slide 35.

https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/pdf/10.1080/14697017.2021.1928910
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Looking back on the mutual experience from a meta-level (view SKF): 

How did we do regarding academic culture on Friday morning 11th March 2022?

Alert: „It is the attitue to contradictions that counts“ (David Bohm)

According to my experience: Our biological brain wiring for pattern recognition that had made us evolutionarily successful is at the core of conformity and polarization dynamics
today and hinders urgent dialogues to become fruitful (see*)

1. What group dynamics were visible?
 Regarding 1 & 2 compare to insights here: Edmondson, A. C., & Besieux, T. (2021). Reflections: voice and silence in workplace conversations. Journal of Change Management, 21(3), 269-286. 

 & the video we skipped: Asch experiment (and the real life outcomes of it described below, chapter 4) and how to avoid that conformity

2. Did we get out of auto pilot (our usual patterns of thinking, i.e. disciplinary patterns, patterns of approaching a problem, patterns of appreciation/rejection and other 
automatic behaviour? 

 did we improve understanding of cultural differences enough to enable „creator leadership“ as suggested as crucial by leadership research and depicted on slides 85 & 86?

 compare to sophisticated  social science methodologies, excellence criteria and non-linear out-comes exemplified here

3. Engagement in interdisciplinary problem understanding and solving: I felt surprised on the rejection of social science findings after my talk and about the acclamation 
on the pay gap data processing and causality discussion later and to me raised questions regarding on what theoretical or practical grounds that  was happening, i.e. 
based on what hypothesis, theoretical models, grounded theory evidence or other social science considerations you felt confident and competent to do so.

For the pay-gap  linear regression approach there maybe indications of multiple causalities  and alternative methods to approach these question here or here 

 Miller, C. C. (2016). As women take over a male-dominated field, the pay drops. New York Times, 20.

 Montemurro, A. L. (2009). The wage gap in higher education: How academic discipline and gender affect pay for full time tenured professors. Georgetown University.

Reminder: “We cannot solve our problems with the same thinking we used when we created them!” Albert Einstein

53/24/2022

0. Reflections on MUST meeting 2022

Sources:  *Dobbin, F., & Kalev, A. (2016). Why diversity programs fail. Harvard Business Review, 94(7), 14.

Sapolsky, R. M. National Geographic Film Stress – a killer citation (and gender) in context, particularily min 43 – 55;  see also  his book 2017: Behave: The 
biology of humans at our best and worst. Penguin.

Garvin, D. A., Edmondson, A. C., & Gino, F. (2008). Is yours a learning organization?. Harvard business review, 86(3), 109.

https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/pdf/10.1080/14697017.2021.1928910
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iRh5qy09nNw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_SsccRkLLzU
https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Amy_Edmondson/publication/250959492_Learning_from_Mistakes_Is_Easier_Said_Than_Done_Group_and_Organizational_Influences_on_the_Detection_and_Correction_of_Human_Error/links/00b49535113800fcce000000/Learning-from-Mistakes-Is-Easier-Said-Than-Done-Group-and-Organizational-Influences-on-the-Detection-and-Correction-of-Human-Error.pdf
http://www.familydoctorsforontario.ca/wp-content/uploads/The-New-York-Times-Pay-drops.pdf
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S0927537121001378
https://stratserv.co/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/Why-Diversity-Programs-Fail.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eYG0ZuTv5rs
https://www.theguardian.com/books/2017/jun/09/behave-by-robert-sapolsky-review
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SEwaEXno-2g
https://kammsolutions.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/07/Is-Yours-a-Learning-Organization.pdf
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Introduction
Further note

Do not read ppt while I am speaking – you’ll get it, it is just for me to kick off my topics.

I will send you the ppt – with some more and some less slides. Sometimes due to copyright issues I 
cannot supply illustrations but I’ll add the detailed explanations of the respective stages consciousness 

with source citation. 

Many efforts have been taken to obtain permission 

to reproduce copyrighted material. 

There are cases where we have been unable to trace or get in contact with the holder. 

I‘ll be happy to correct any omission in future slides. 
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Introduction

For your consideration:
I have integrated a very specific and broad combination of studies from a variety of fields among others for the purpose of triangulation  into an 
overall approach to group dynamics that I think is consistent theoretically and that I experience as tremendously fruitful and reliable in practice on all 
levels from the individual, to families, teams, large organizations, even to predict successfully the outcome of societal and global dynamics. 

Most slides refer to one source or more, as indicated – the connections between sources are mostly my contribution. Literature and other resource 
links show you where I got the data / ideas from. Not all connections I draw between studies are already proven to be causal, sometimes even 
correlated, but I want to point out patters of converging evidence that I see. E.g. I see the Asch experiment plausibly playing out in practice in 
Rothkopf’s study on “the superclass”, as well as in Nature’s editorials 2012-2018 on sexism and it might be influencing  the frequent outcome of 
academic networks (Nature / “Academic Family Trees”): accumulation of advantage.

Only were I found enough indications from research to plausibly draw such connections, I do this to instill critical thinking regarding common 
practices in academic organizations. But I do not always have proof that these analogies are legitimate= I give you my opinion. 

My approach is bold and maybe I overlook relevant studies or points that need more cautious interpretation or provoke controversy. If you see such 
issues please be so kind to notify me and make me aware of additional, missing links or contradicting studies or interpretations! 

My approach is encouraged by Prof. Bammer’s insights on the urgent need to integrate theory from all possible science fields as well as practice 
viewpoints to deal with societal challenges of our time as academics (see also ) and by applying Daniel Levitin’s criteria for integer science (Google 
talk as well as his book on science in the post-truth society and maybe see also the one on “weaponized lies”). 

I use this unique approach since more than 30 years (and n=30 should make my senior experience scientifically reliable and significant to a certain 
extend …). To me these  guidelines are delivering success for my own actions and those I council in a field that is full of controversy and far from 
trivial. Therefore I think these guidelines are worthwhile to spread and therewith enable others to work on the chances of diversity and avoid the 
pitfalls from the start or to reflect their own experiences and efforts as leaders in that new bold light.

24.03.2022 7Concept & research by Silvie Klein-franke © ideasXskills Pictures open source, own depictions or with consent by authors

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qA-gbpt7Ts8
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LHtNFZ6K0pE
http://www.nature.com/news/nature-s-sexism-1.11850
nepotism & sexism in peer review
https://academictree.org/
https://i2insights.org/ https:/www.youtube.com/watch?v=h8w8G_mUb1c
http://i2s.anu.edu.au/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3hK7Gd8UgmI
https://play.google.com/store/audiobooks/details/Weaponized_Lies_How_to_Think_Critically_in_the_Pos?id=AQAAAAC08Vfx8M&hl=de
https://www.ideasxskills.eu/
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1. Leadership requirements
2. Learning Organization 
3. Culture & diversity 
4. Risks and chances of diversity
5. Leadership & change 
6. Examples & role models 

Leading Cultural Change:
Towards a Diverse & Inclusive Academic Culture
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Leadership and culture in academia – a paradigm shift is urgent 

24 March 2022 11

Pinpointing what is needed as an overall leadership paradigm shift in the academic sector helps 
stating a compelling case for gender equality – quite different from past approaches*.

Diversity is proven to be a mandatory precondition to reaching
- Excellence

- Learning Organization
- Sustainability and the ability to tackle complex problems

Uniting the academic sector towards these 3 attractive visions establishes the requirement for 
diversity of perspectives in leadership positions.

With this transformation approach we can move from division and fighting
towards uniting and collaborating to enable (much more than) inclusion.

(My approach has been appreciated by international evaluators as consistently theory guided, holistic, systemic and practise proven)

1. Leadership Requirements in Academia

Sources:  *Dobbin, F., & Kalev, A. (2016). Why diversity programs fail. Harvard Business Review, 94(7), 14.

Garvin, D. A., Edmondson, A. C., & Gino, F. (2008). Is yours a learning organization?. Harvard business review, 86(3), 109.

https://stratserv.co/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/Why-Diversity-Programs-Fail.pdf
https://kammsolutions.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/07/Is-Yours-a-Learning-Organization.pdf
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Leadership paradigm shift: zooming out to resonate better with context 

Prof. Helga Nowotny former president of the 

European Research Council and ETH Professor em.
…and her recommendations to create an inclusive culture

24 March 2022 12

“We need a new kind of science: a 
contextualized and context sensitive science“ 

(Nowotny 2004)

1. Leadership Requirements in Academia

Source Helga Nowotny 2022 & SNSF Future of Academic Leadership Dialogues 2021, see also A. Wahl’s contribution & SCNAT discourse

https://youtu.be/XDYCIqt0e-g
http://helga-nowotny.eu/
https://app.mural.co/t/livingsystemincocreation4197/m/livingsystemincocreation4197/1615542266210/4bbdb23d7dfdde84b819487a82bc04495078e244
https://youtu.be/7tU_cRRQ5Nk
https://scnat.ch/en/uuid/i/bb482c04-a82c-59fb-a11a-7b90c9b31927-Let%E2%80%99s_do_it_Successful_measures_to_close_the_gap
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Leadership paradigm shift:

We already know exactly what all of us estimate as good leadership and what criteria we ourselves as 
leaders will be measured against!
Great leadership (results from exercise with approx. 5000 participants and confirmed by research*): 

1. Science made us flourish – so far. Stay connected to your context and be of service to the society that nurtures you. Science’ values to 
approximate truth. It is not for granted to be seen as valuable in society (accusation of elitism: financial and regarding thought mode). 
“The ivory tower must become a watch tower…serving public interest and society” (President Univ. of Brussels, P. De Maret, 2007) & „The meaning of 
any detail depends upon its  relation to the whole context of which it is part.“ (Lasswell, H. et al (1948): Power & Personality, p. 217-8)

2. Empower and enable individuals to be creative: 90 % of good ideas come when we relax, broaden and open our minds. (instead of 
suppressing that with your power: “Power is the chance not to have to learn“ (Popper, K. R. (1974). Objektive Erkenntnis. Ein evolutionärer Entwurf. Hamburg: Hoffmann und 

Campe. (S. 207) as cited in Evolutionäres Ideenmanagement Wolfgang Scholl, Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin. In Tom Sommerlatte & Georg Beyer (Hrsg.). (2006), Innovationskultur und Ideenmanagement (S. 163-193). 
Düsseldorf: Symposion.

3. Be genuinely interested in individuals, their knowledge and knowledge sharing - without exploiting them.  Acknowledge their 
contributions.

4. Engage in managing work structures and reflect or measure your own leadership practice against the respective criteria. Frequently 
honor others doing that publically. Act based on and guided by theory (e.g. Learning Organisation MIT and/or Havard models, or 
“humanocracy” LSE model)

5. Foster diversity collaboration & co-creation in speaking and acting by aligning a diversity of interests, competencies and knowledge 
with a good mood towards a mutually compelling common goal in respectful daily interaction, acknowledging and treasuring the 
diverse thinking we need for excellence, sustainability & addressing complexity.

133/24/2022

1. Leadership Requirements – the general case

Sources: *see  Zooming: How Effective Leaders Adjust Their Focus  as of 6.2021; see also “Men & Women at the Corporation”

Sir Ken Robinson: Humanity Flourishes on Fertile Ground  2009 – year of financial global crisis & level 5 leadership, HBM 

https://hbr.org/video/2226612738001/zooming-how-effective-leaders-adjust-their-focus
https://www.basicbooks.com/titles/rosabeth-moss-kanter/men-and-women-of-the-corporation/9780786723843/
https://www.dailymotion.com/video/xvlthv
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1. Leadership Requirements

Leadership paradigm shift: mechanistic to systemic

24 March 2022 16
Source: Sir Ken Robinson: Humanity Flourishes on Fertile Ground  2009 – year of financial global crisis. See further: 

Sir Ken Robinson’s Ted Talk “How to Escape Education’s Death Valley video https://youtu.be/wX78iKhInsc His Death Valley analogybegins at 16:40.

Picture sources

Sir Ken Robinson: “Humanity Flourishes on Fertile Ground”

Leaders need to be gardeners and create the right condtions for humans to florish. 

(His metaphor illustrated: death valley hibernating vs florishing under the right conditions) 

https://www.dailymotion.com/video/xvlthv
https://youtu.be/wX78iKhInsc
https://www.anothermag.com/design-living/gallery/7701/deserts-in-bloom/6
https://www.dailymotion.com/video/xvlthv
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/providing-right-conditions-help-our-students-flourish-jerry-jones/?trk=articles_directory
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1. Leadership Requirements – the general case
Build future leadership competencies:
1. visioning
2. empowering
3. energizing
4. designing & aligning
5. feedback (& rewarding)
6. team building
7. outside orientation
8. global mindset
9. tenacity
10. emotional intelligence
11. life balance
12. resilience to stress

Recruit strongly accordingly: request, observe, assess, train good leadership! 

24.03.2022 17
Source: Kets de Vries. The 12 Dimensions, Harvard, 2006 & 
Global Executive Leadership Inventory 2005; see also E. Grundling: International leadership 2015
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1. Leadership Requirements – the general case

Building Emotional Intelligence & Compassion:

are linked to leadership quality and as well as to leaders work-life-balance: 

24 March 2022 18

Sources: Dan Goleman on EI or here or  Klein, R. R. (2009). A review of Becoming a Resonant Leader (McKee, Boyatzis, and Johnston): contextualizing the 
place of Emotional Intelligence skills with respect to team leadership and group dynamics. Organization Management Journal, 6(1), 58-63.
Picture: Singer, Tanja; Klimecki, Olga M. (2014): Empathy and compassion. In: Current Biology. 24 (18). R875-R878 
Unter: https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cub.2014.06.054 as of 24.11.2020).

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y7m9eNoB3NU
http://dspace.vnbrims.org:13000/xmlui/bitstream/handle/123456789/4742/Primal Leadership - Goleman.pdf?sequence=1&isAllowed=y
http://home.att.net/~coachthee/Archives/selfassessmentsEI.html
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1. Leadership Requirements – the general case

Building Emotional Intelligence & Compassion:

are linked to leadership quality and your Work-Life-Balance: 

24 March 2022 19
Sources: Dan Goleman on EI or here or  Klein, R. R. (2009). A review of Becoming a Resonant Leader (McKee, Boyatzis, and Johnston): contextualizing the 
place of Emotional Intelligence skills with respect to team leadership and group dynamics. Organization Management Journal, 6(1), 58-63.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y7m9eNoB3NU
http://dspace.vnbrims.org:13000/xmlui/bitstream/handle/123456789/4742/Primal Leadership - Goleman.pdf?sequence=1&isAllowed=y
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1. Leadership Requirements – the general case

Resilience through leadership resonance:

24 March 2022 20

Emotional intelligent and compassion enable all to give their best

Resonant Organization: 
powerful, positive organizational culture, enabeling mutual alignment, belonging, engagement and
collective intelligence

Source: derived from McKee, A. 2010: Management – A focus on leaders; Prentice Hall
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Paradigm shift towards tackling complex problems

interconnecting theory & practice

3/24/2022 21
Source:  Professor Gabriele Bammer http://i2s.anu.edu.au and https://i2insights.org/ https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h8w8G_mUb1c

1. Leadership Requirements – Science for the Anthropocene

Complex real-world problems Science good at What else needed

Connected to other problems Reductionist thinking Systems thinking

Constraints: ideological, cultural, political, 
economic Context-free Context- dependent

Multiple value conflicts Value-free Contested values

Resistance to change Controlled change Uncontrolled change

Data uncertain or missing 
Considerabel uncertainty & ambiguity Unknowns to knows Unkowns to accept, exploit etc.

Contradictory solutions 
Numerous possible intervention points 
Consequences difficult to imagine Clear perfect solutions Best possible or least worse solutions

http://i2s.anu.edu.au/
https://i2insights.org/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h8w8G_mUb1c
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Paradigm shift towards systems leadership: 

Addressing VUCA-challenges : 

 volatility 

 uncertainty

 complexity & 

 ambiguity 

Systems - not selfish - leadership

3/24/2022 22Source:  WEF: Systems not selfish leadership 

1. Leadership Requirements – Science for the Anthropocene

https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2019/11/why-the-world-needs-systems-leadership-not-selfish-leadership/
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2019/11/why-the-world-needs-systems-leadership-not-selfish-leadership/
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Leadership paradigm shift: bifocal science, abolish domination - establish care

Anne Snick

(fellow of the 

World Academy of Art and Science &

Club of Rome)

3/24/2022 23Source:  Anne Snick on sustainability workshop in SNSF PRIMA Leadership Programme 2022

1. Leadership Requirements – Science for the Anthropocene

60%

40%

https://new.worldacademy.org/
https://www.clubofrome.org/
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Social mood

The beliefs that a group, society, population holds about its future.

Mood causally effects events and determine outvomes:

Tomorrow will be worse –

events become rejecting, polarizing, local, excluding…

Tomorrow will be better –

events become happy, joining, global, welcoming,  inclusive…

Create conditions and role-models for human flourishing!

24.03.2022 24

Source: J. Casti: Mood Matters, 2010 & X-events, 2012; Picture from John Rockstroem

Further J. Casti: How the World Works; 

Note: the mathematician J. Casti was accused of plagiarism. In spite of that I do judge his talks as contributing to understanding.

1. Leadership Requirements – account for social mood

https://www.ted.com/talks/johan_rockstrom_let_the_environment_guide_our_development )
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OAPtj0
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1. Leadership Requirements – social mood global status quo
Global context

Representation of exact global gender power distribution and global social mood at G20 in 2019

24.03.2022 25

Sources: D. Rothkopf: The Superclass and the world they are making min. 10-18’; The quality of democracy is declining in many industrialized states  Picturesources:  dpa
People_Give_Moral_Pass_To_Repeated_Misinformation; Critics of Relocating USDA Research Agencies Point To Brain Drain (NPR): Rachel Maddow Show 7/1/19 | about USDA dismissing
scientists; Timothy Snyder - The Road to Unfreedom; Global Mood: WEF 2015 global risk report; Rifkin J. 2009: The Empathic Civilization: The Race to Global Consciousness in a World in 
Crisis; Yuval Harari: When tech knows you better than yourself; For an examplary cost-freereview see R.Maddow 2016-21, ca. 250 hours analyzing US & global change group dynamics
undermining democracy, belief in science and sustainability

Denigration of
- Science & 
Institutions

- Democracy & 
Participation

- Nature & Decency 
- Justice & 

Freedom
- Women  & 

Migrants
- Special needs / 

LGBTQ
Men have to 
choose now 

if they want to be 
identified with a 
domination or a 
caring approach!  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LHtNFZ6K0pE
https://www.bertelsmann-stiftung.de/en/topics/latest-news/2018/oktober/the-quality-of-democracy-is-declining-in-many-industrialized-states?tx_rsmbstpress_pi1[page]=1&tx_rsmbstpress_pi1[uidcategory]=2&cHash=aa78c08b5cb67082c4a8b565a718bfb5
https://www.handelsblatt.com/politik/international/gipfel-in-osaka-die-koerpersprache-der-g20-staatschefs/24504242.html?ticket=ST-11409692-UGbGHwpekSx3avCdcbYE-ap2
https://www.npr.org/2019/09/10/759053717/critics-of-relocating-usda-research-agencies-point-to-brain-drain?t=1576241420010
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qfl_aUsTcQQ
https://ww.youtube.com/watch?v=mdwe4jgwfVw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SI_ak30tFyg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ObDTH5ejYDA
http://www.empathiccivilization.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rEcZeB-Pm0k
https://podcasts.google.com/feed/aHR0cHM6Ly9wb2RjYXN0ZmVlZHMubmJjbmV3cy5jb20vcmFjaGVsbWFkZG93?sa=X&ved=0CAMQ4aUDahcKEwjY14q74ZTxAhUAAAAAHQAAAAAQAQ&hl=de-CH
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1. Leadership Requirements – account for social mood
Emotions causally determine events & outcomes!

Archaic triggers vs 4 basic needs

Fight, Flight, Freeze  

24.03.2022 26
Source: Ghadiri, H.; Hebermacher, A.; Peters T. (2nd Ed. 2012): Neuroleadership. Springer. P 72. 

See also: „“Manage your energy – not your time!!” Harvard Business Manager Magazine, 10.2007)

Self 
esteem

Orientation 
& Control  

Pleasure-
maximization

Attachment
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1. Leadership Requirements – account for social mood
Impact of fear

Fight, Flight, Freeze  

 decreased cognitive abilities

 Decreased ability to deal with complexity

 increased negative bias

 increased emotionality

In fear-mode the blood infuses the periphery and less well the brain!

24.03.2022 27

“Emotions can be influenced but are facts, so handle them as such!! 

IT= Impact Theory: we are able to hacking humans, i.e. predict human 
choices, manipulate human emotions like never before”

(Yuval Harari 2018)
(

Sources: Ghadiri, H.; Hebermacher, A.; Peters T. (2nd Ed. 2012): Neuroleadership. Springer. P 72. 

Brown, P., Kingsley, J., & Paterson, S. (2015). The fear-free organization: Vital insights from neuroscience to transform your 
business culture. Kogan Page Publishers. 

See also: „“Manage your energy – not your time!!” Harvard Business Manager Magazine, 10.2007)

https://edition.cnn.com/2021/10/25/tech/facebook-papers/index.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=01eKd7FFLnk
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1. Leadership Requirements – account for social mood
Motivation determines outcomes and events
Flow vs stress

24.03.2022 28
Sources: Csikszentmihalyi 1991 & Sapolsky, R. M. National Geographic Film Stress – a killer citation (and gender) in context, particularily min 43 – 55;  see also  his
book 2017: Behave: The biology of humans at our best and worst. Penguin. 

Stanfords R. Sapolsky in Stress – a killer:
“Don’t bite, don’t displace. Social affiliation is remarkably 
powerful – said by somebody that lives in a world , where 
ambition and drive and typ-A-ness [skf: 
science]…dominates. 
Those things are really important and one of the greatest 
forms of sociality is giving rather than receiving and all 
those things make for a better world”1

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eYG0ZuTv5rs
https://www.theguardian.com/books/2017/jun/09/behave-by-robert-sapolsky-review
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SEwaEXno-2g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eYG0ZuTv5rs
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1. Leadership Requirements - Leadership for the Anthropocene
Social mood matters: a compass for Leaders

24.03.2022 30Source: R. Eisler (2019). Nurturing our Humanity, as of 9.2021)

https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2016/08/what-is-the-anthropocene-and-why-does-it-matter/
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/338624814_rec_to_Riane_Eisler_and_Douglas_P_Fry_Nurturing_Our_Humanity_How_Domination_and_Partnership_Shape_Our_Brains_Lives_and_Future
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Leadership paradigm shift: a compass for leaders

Nurturing Our Humanity: How Domination and

Partnership Shape Our Brains, Lives, and Future

(R. Eisler, Club of Rome)

See further:  The status of women and how it is curcial to the the world. Building a Caring Democracy: Four 
Cornerstones for an Integrated Progressive Agenda” and still further: Where We Are , How We Got Here , Human 
Possibilities and Human Nature , Moving Forward 

3/24/2022 31Source:  Sabine Soeder’s graphic recording of Riane Eisler’s systems thinking &  sustainability workshop in SNSF PRIMA Leadership Programme 2020

1. Leadership Requirements - Leadership for the Anthropocene

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/338624814_rec_to_Riane_Eisler_and_Douglas_P_Fry_Nurturing_Our_Humanity_How_Domination_and_Partnership_Shape_Our_Brains_Lives_and_Future
https://youtu.be/eEmem0WMIQA
https://pubs.lib.umn.edu/index.php/ijps/article/view/148/142
https://vimeo.com/85108434/f456d66d38
https://vimeo.com/85227798/461d127e2e
https://vimeo.com/85289708/e37328974d
https://vimeo.com/85385913/af819d987c
https://rianeeisler.com/
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2016/08/what-is-the-anthropocene-and-why-does-it-matter/
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Leadership paradigm shift: a compass for leaders

3/24/2022 32Source:  Sabine Soeder’s graphic recording of Riane Eisler’s systems thinking &  sustainability workshop in SNSF PRIMA Leadership Programme 2020

1. Leadership Requirements - Leadership for the Anthropocene

https://rianeeisler.com/
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2016/08/what-is-the-anthropocene-and-why-does-it-matter/
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Paradigm shift EU Council:

“redefining leadership”

3/24/2022 33Source:  EU council 2020 Redefining leadership 

1. Leadership Requirements - Leadership for the Anthropocene

https://europeanresourcesforum2020.wordpress.com/2020/11/03/plenary-session-ii-the-european-green-deal-new-impulses-for-a-resource-efficient-europe-in-a-circular-economy/
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2016/08/what-is-the-anthropocene-and-why-does-it-matter/
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1. Leadership Requirements - overall
Universities need to meet changing global and local societal expectations  

 tackle dynamics and complexity 

 solve challenges flexibly (H. Nowotny, European Research Council)

in a volatile, uncertain, ambiguous world 

For this they need to apply a learning organizations leadership approach, 

 consciously role-modeling inclusion of diversity for excellence and sustainability (E. Ostrom, Nobel 
Laureat)

 partnering to counter polarization (R. Eisler, associated with Cub of Rome) 

Design holistic, systemic, systematic and theory grounded organizational strategies 

to contribute with diversity to societal sustainability.
24.03.2022 34

H. Nowotny at SNSF The Future of Academic Leadership Dialogue , 2021 on Leadership challenges of academic institutions: conflicting expectations, 
uncertainty and robustness. Keynote I/III https://youtu.be/V-ObvzT2YNI II/III: https://youtu.be/DIykJaCcq3E III/III: https://youtu.be/XDYCIqt0e-g
& Conclusions https://youtu.be/Fn6adzPVVEs)

http://helga-nowotny.eu/publications.php?sub=7
https://www.cambridge.org/core/books/governing-the-commons/A8BB63BC4A1433A50A3FB92EDBBB97D5
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/338624814_rec_to_Riane_Eisler_and_Douglas_P_Fry_Nurturing_Our_Humanity_How_Domination_and_Partnership_Shape_Our_Brains_Lives_and_Future
https://app.mural.co/t/livingsystemincocreation4197/m/livingsystemincocreation4197/1615542266210/4bbdb23d7dfdde84b819487a82bc04495078e244
https://app.mural.co/t/livingsystemincocreation4197/m/livingsystemincocreation4197/1615542266210/4bbdb23d7dfdde84b819487a82bc04495078e244
https://app.mural.co/t/livingsystemincocreation4197/m/livingsystemincocreation4197/1615542266210/4bbdb23d7dfdde84b819487a82bc04495078e244
https://youtu.be/V-ObvzT2YNI
https://youtu.be/V-ObvzT2YNI
https://youtu.be/DIykJaCcq3E
https://youtu.be/DIykJaCcq3E
https://youtu.be/XDYCIqt0e-g
https://youtu.be/XDYCIqt0e-g
https://youtu.be/Fn6adzPVVEs
https://youtu.be/Fn6adzPVVEs
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1. Leadership requirements
2. Learning Organization 
3. Culture & diversity 
4. Risks and chances of diversity
5. Leadership & change 
6. Examples & role models 

Leading Cultural Change:
Towards a Diverse & Inclusive Academic Culture

3/24/2022 35Concept & © ideasXskills Pictures open source

https://www.ideasxskills.eu/
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2. “Learning Organizations” – steering interfaces

Interconnected Levels of Impact in Organizations: 

24 March 2022 36

Shift focus to culture & leadership!

structure: processes, measures, diversity… 

leadership: individual personality, values, 
attitudes and behavior

culture: quality of interaction, mutual norms

innovation
& resilience, 
great-place 

to work for…

Source: adapted from N. Franke, Kongress: Innovation in Non-Profit-Unternehmen, ÖCI, WU Wien 2005
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Paradigm Shift of Leadership

24.03.2022 37

2. “Learning Organizations” – steering interfaces

M

uu t

al tein sre t

Power 
(Hirarchy)

Rules
Bureaucracy

Learning
„Humanocracy“

Mutual Interest

Mutual 
Interest

competitive „hero“ co-creation

Source: adapted from Organizing Codes and Principles, K. Wilber, D. Beck 2007 on the basis of the theories of Clare Graves 1970 matched with insights  from 
G. Hamel & M. Zanini Humanocracy. 2020. Harvard  or video

Derive new selection criteria for leaders to meet shifting requirements 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oZ9ieqY6lVQ
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2. “Learning Organizations” – depth of learning

Learning ability of an organization

24 March 2022 38

Learning Organization = an organization that systematically comes up with innovation. 

Learning  depends on the questions allowed, 

and therewith the conditions within 

the organizational culture in which

learning takes place. 

Source: derived from  Argyris, C./Schön, D. (1978): S26ff
Picture Source:

https://www.leadershipnow.com/leadingblog/
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2. “Learning Organizations” – depth of learning
Learning ability of an organization:

24 March 2022 39

Argyris and Schön distinguished three levels of learning in organizations.

1. SINGLE-LOOP learning

"Adaptive learning" focuses on incremental change. This type of learning solves problems but ignores 
the question of why the problem arose in the first place.

2. DOUBLE-LOOP learning

Generative learning focuses on transformational change that changes the status quo. Double loop 
learning uses feedback from past actions to question assumptions underlying current views. When 
considering feedback, managers and professionals need to ask not only the reasons for their current 
actions, but what to do next and even more importantly, why alternative actions are not to be 
implemented.

3. DEUTERO-learning

Learning how to learn better by seeking to improve both single- and double-loop learning.
People's tacit mental maps provide guidance on acting in situations: planning, implementing and 
reviewing their actions. Learning is based on the detection and correction of errors given a current set 
of norms, the applied action strategy and the realized outcome.

Source: derived from  Argyris, C./Schön, D. (1978): S26ff
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2. “Learning Organizations” – depth of learning

Learning ability of an organization:

24 March 2022 40

Argyris and Schön regarded individuals as the key to organizational learning. People constructing and 
sharing mental maps make the development of organizational memory and learning possible.

The theory-in-action concept of the two researchers substantiated that a gap exists between what 
individuals say they want to do (espoused theory) and what they actually do (theory in use). People 
always behave consistently with their mental models (theory-in-use) even though they often do not act 
in accordance with what they say (espoused theory). This concept is useful in understanding 
organizational behavior and change processes.

Top management issuing orders, memos and directives alone is insufficient to change employees' 
behavior. Single-loop learning often leads to organizational malaise resulting in symptoms such as 
defensiveness, cynicism, hopelessness, evasion, distancing, blaming, and rivalry.

In order to effectively come to grips with new situations, the espoused theories need to be aligned with 
the theories in use. Double-loop learning techniques help the organization members learn together and 
the organization change.

Source: derived from  Argyris, C./Schön, D. (1978): S26ff
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2. “Learning Organizations” – MIT model
Culture of academic institutions - Learning Organizations? 
Personal mastery - Autonomy, Mastery & Purpose Systems thinking

Align mental models Team learning 

Compelling vision

3/24/2022 41

Source: adopted from Peter Senge MIT: The fifth discipline and in  Laske et al: Universitäten des 21. Jhdt. & Adopted from P. Senge (2006). The fifth 
discipline. The art and practice of LO. 
(J. Rau in Laske et al 2002) - *No!  Universities are no LOs! See: Diss. B. Volk, TU Dresden (now UZH)  2011. Kompetenzorientierte Personalentwicklung . 
Verlag Forschung &Lehre.

„Higher education is foremost a 
contribution to personality 

development“
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2. “Learning Organizations” – MIT model
Mental Models – example dipicting ideas to build an alumni network:

3/24/2022 42Source: SKF, master class Human Ressource Management, MCI 2008
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2. “Learning Organizations” – Harvard model
Learning Organisation, a page from the culture survey:

3/24/2022 43Source: survey by Amy Edmondson, Harvard011

https://surveys.hbs.edu/perseus/se.ashx?s=381B5FE533C282FF
https://surveys.hbs.edu/perseus/se.ashx?s=381B5FE533C282FF
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2. “Learning Organizations” – Harvard model
Estblish a Learning Organisation Culture (Harvard model) throughout 

Design recruiting & staffing accordingly and take the survey regularly to self-control & hold accountable 

24.03.2022 44
Source: Result from A. Edmondson, Learning Organisation Survey as of  2011 today see Fearless Organization Survey listen how to learn from failure
And: "The Light vs. Dark Triad of Personality: Contrasting Two Very Different Profiles of Human Nature," by Scott Barry Kaufman,
David Yaden, Elizabeth Hyde and Eli Tsukayama, in Frontiers in Psychology, March 12, 2019 overview here

https://fearlessorganization.com/
https://surveys.hbs.edu/perseus/se.ashx?s=381B5FE533C282FF
https://fearlessorganization.com/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dGT7X5R1bpw&feature=relmfu
https://blogs.scientificamerican.com/beautiful-minds/the-light-triad-vs-dark-triad-of-personality/
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2. “Learning Organizations” – Harvard
Aim for psychological safety – how to reach it
Psychological safety is 
 ….not being nice or offering unconditional support -

but enabling productive disagreement, to talk about what is bothering 
 ….not extraversion -

but a climate in which people generally speak up and processes that enable all voices 
to systematically be heard

 … not interchangable with trust –
but a temporary group-feature to be given the benefit of the doubt

 …not lowering performance standard or frightening with high standards – but with mutual respect 
enable learning towards ambitious goals

 …not enough in itself –
but together with leaders high standards, feedback and inspiration essential for learning, 
engagement and performance 

24.03.2022 45Source: SKF summary from Amy Edmondson (2020): The Fearless Organization“
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2. “Learning Organizations” – Harvard
Aim for psychological safety – how to reach it

Creating an emotionally safe environment

Crucial Conversations about creating safety,  so that problems can get solved.

1. remember your goal (do not switch goals)

2. be responsive instead of reactive - care and show respect

3. get out of black/white thinking, step back to see more options (e.g. practice De Bono thinking)

4. check how you see others (silence or violence shows you that the others do not feel safe)

5. creating safety – frontloading, gently with hard topics & common goals. 

6. Can we solve it, so that everyone can accept? Questioning assuming, everyone do the best they can

7. master your stories (do not exaggerate, realize own patterns, replace defensiveness with curiosity!)

24.03.2022 46Source: SKF summary from Amy Edmondson (2020): The Fearless Organization“

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hEfCxEdDtGU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nrfjYwY5SSE
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2. “Learning Organizations” – leadership
Leadership enabling transformation = humility & will

24.03.2022 47
Source: HBR 2001. level-5-leadership-the-triumph-of-humility-and-fierce-resolve-2
Kets de Vries. The 12 Dimensions, Harvard, 2006 & 
Global Executive Leadership Inventory 2005; see also E. Grundling: International leadership 2015

https://hbr.org/2001/01/level-5-leadership-the-triumph-of-humility-and-fierce-resolve-2
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2. “Learning Organizations” – leadership
Leadership enabling transformation = humility & will

24.03.2022 48
Source: HBR 2001. level-5-leadership-the-triumph-of-humility-and-fierce-resolve-2
Kets de Vries. The 12 Dimensions, Harvard, 2006 & 
Global Executive Leadership Inventory 2005; see also E. Grundling: International leadership 2015

https://hbr.org/2001/01/level-5-leadership-the-triumph-of-humility-and-fierce-resolve-2
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2. “Learning Organizations” – sustainable societies

24.03.2022 49

Sustainability - diversity is precondition

Only diverse, cooperative systems are adaptable & resilient

Why do we have difficulties to use these chances?

Individual

Team

Organization

Local, regional, 
societal

Global

On every single level there is 
scientific evidence of possible 
excellence through diversity!

Source Graphic:  Klein-Franke 2014; Literature: 
1. Maddux, W. W., Adam, H., & Galinsky, A. D. (2010). When in Rome... Learn why the Romans do what they do: How multicultural learning experiences facilitate creativity. Personality and Social Psychology Bulletin, 

36(6), 731-741.
2. W. Scholl, Evolutionäres Ideenmanagement, 2006 & Scholl, W. (2019). Innovationskultur, Innovationsprozesse und Innovationserfolge. In Mut zu Innovationen (pp. 89-113). Springer Gabler, Berlin, Heidelberg.
3. H. Wütherich, D. Osmetz Musterbrecher – Führung neu leben,  2005, Bührer, S., & Schraudner, M. (2010). Die dimension gender bei der festlegung und bearbeitung von forschungsthemen. Diversity im 

Innovationssystem, 19-44.,
4. Ostrom, E. (2009). Understanding institutional diversity. Princeton university press.
5. Ostrom, E. (2000). Collective action and the evolution of social norms. Journal of economic perspectives, 14(3), 137-158.
6. R. Hausmann 2013; Nielsen, M. W., Alegria, S., Börjeson, L., Etzkowitz, H., Falk-Krzesinski, H. J., Joshi, A., ... & Schiebinger, L. (2017). Opinion: Gender diversity leads to better science. Proceedings of the National 

Academy of Sciences, 114(8), 1740-1742. Hannah A. Valantine and Francis S. Collins (2015): National Institutes of Health addresses the science of diversity. In: PNAS October 6, 2015 112 (40) 12240-12242. Online: 
International 2011 , Business 2020

https://www.pnas.org/content/112/40/12240.full
https://eng.globalaffairs.ru/articles/diversity-wins/
Hunt, V., Prince, S., Dixon-Fyle, S., & Dolan, K. (2020). Diversity wins. McKinsey.
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3. Chances and risks of diversity 

Sustainability: Governing the commons

24 March 2022 50

In a complex context:

Sources: (E. Ostorm (2011): 8 Principals of Managing the Commons ;  Zimmermann & Pattern (2006). Getting to Maybe. 

http://onthecommons.org/magazine/elinor-ostroms-8-principles-managing-commmons#sthash.BNPMiFTT.dpuf
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3. Chances and risks of diversity 

Governing the Commons
Principles for Managing a Commons

1. define clear group boundaries.

2. match rules governing use of common goods to local needs and conditions.

3. ensure that those affected by the rules can participate in modifying the rules.

4. make sure the rule-making rights of community members are respected by outside authorities.

5. develop a system, carried out by community members, for monitoring members’ behavior.

6. use graduated sanctions for rule violators.

7. provide accessible, low-cost means for dispute resolution.

8. build responsibility for governing the common resource in nested tiers from the lowest level up to 
the entire interconnected system.

Transfer these principles to your organization. 

Reinvent academia as a “commons of knowledge production and usage”

24.03.2022 51
Source Ostrom, Eleanor (1990): Governing the Commons: The Evolution of Institutions for Collective Action. Cambridge University Press, Cambridge
Ostrom, E. (2009). Understanding institutional diversity. Princeton university press.
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1. Leadership requirements
2. Learning Organization 
3. Culture & diversity 
4. Risks and chances of diversity
5. Leadership & change 
6. Examples & role models 

Leading Cultural Change:
Towards a Diverse & Inclusive Academic Culture

3/24/2022 52Concept & © ideasXskills Pictures open source

https://www.ideasxskills.eu/
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3. Culture & diversity 
Culture definitions and dimensions - organizational culture:

Source: adapted from organizational development expert E. Schein

Task level: Formal culture

Vision, mission, strategies, architectures, structures, processes, 
instruments, assignments, code of conducts...Changes easy

Relational level:  Culture as it is  lived
Leadership, cooperation, communication, learning from 

mistakes, personal relationships, daily interaction, role-behavior 

Changes difficult. We react emotionally - others too!

World view level: 

Identity, values, believes, attitudes, expectations,

motivation, needs, informal power distribution

Changes extreemly difficult! We need to consciously steer our 
emotions to be able to  empathize with others – and vice versa.

https://www.educationalimpact.com/resources/usl2/pdf/usl2_3_organizational_culture.pdf
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Culture definitions and dimensions - (Subjective) Culture: 

The learned and shared 

 values

 believes and

 behaviours

of a group of interacting people….

… contrasting the common notion of (objective) culture:

political & economic systems, architecture, artefacts, heroes, holidays, history, literature, music etc. 

3/24/2022 54
Source:  Definition from sociological and anthropological viewpoint from Bennett, M. J. (1998). 

Basic Concepts of Intercultural Communication: Selected Readings. Intercultural Press, Inc.

3. Culture & diversity  
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3. Culture & diversity 
E.g. academic sector culture and values:

 community of diverse thinkers to explore the whole

 truth

 knowledge & evidence – objectivity, reliability, validity…

 excellence & meritocracy

 integrity 

 independence & freedom to pursue ideas

 creativity & innovation

Select people suitable for an expert organisation ambitious toward these goals, 

i.e. for excellence, objectivity, financed by society to serve it 

in uncertain, complex, quickly changing times with high pressure on achieving sustainability.

24.03.2022 55

Source: Dobbin, F., & Kalev, A. (2016). Why diversity programs fail. Harvard Business Review, 94(7), 14.

An Inclusive Academia &  

Ibarra, H., & Obodaru, O. (2020). The liminal playground. In The Oxford Handbook of Identities in Organizations.

https://mitpress.mit.edu/books/inclusive-academy
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3. Culture & diversity 
E.g., academic sector culture and values - how are we doing? 

Are we acting consistently to support the stated values

 with our processes?

 awards and reward? (we state to want collaboration but reward individuals)

 recruiting? (we state we want women, but fail to transfer a sense of possible belonging)

 participation? (we are proud of our commissions but alienate the next generation

 independence?

 working conditions?

 by holding accountable? (we claim integrity, but do not monitor for it…)

Integrity: internationally is the No 1 leadership competence.

24.03.2022 56

Sources: House, R., Javidan, M., Hanges, P., & Dorfman, P. (2002). Understanding cultures and implicit leadership theories across the globe: an introduction to project GLOBE. Journal of world business, 37(1), 3-10.

See also: Chhokar, J., Brodbeck, F., & House, R. (2007). Culture and leadership across the world. Psychology Press.

Dobbin, F., & Kalev, A. (2016). Why diversity programs fail. Harvard Business Review, 94(7), 14.

An Inclusive Academia &  Ibarra, H., & Obodaru, O. (2020). The liminal playground. In The Oxford Handbook of Identities in Organizations.

Picture: over the fence

https://d1wqtxts1xzle7.cloudfront.net/50636278/Understanding_Cultures_and_Implicit_Lead20161130-24002-1d0wr52-with-cover-page-v2.pdf?Expires=1647867284&Signature=OlMWYmWRJp1bmUvmZNvhvsk7qKpeulKuomwqh6Sy8-li5FQtMcav6dx~jI1efdUeg2NK4zFuOwsVZpoATbDyroD~Zcn7wm3GGpUN4QuEEpd7VLYLrOEPtnoMSUCL-3R-ZA0BjwjfG-8A6XSutNYOuaR41pLwcFKnaIyAuZ2sUI9Reu~6y3QUlPBl-prKcpviCOr-YVzejMiJqmxSjZlBeekWGn0corcyVUQ2loe1ljK9Vo4zHsPFXWVqxEeKCzoghBNcs1XdhCzwDwCE28PV8ZNoJNxF19ioa5uOi0JO7xprjupg4S7iOL6IVG14Cw7qOYkAhKbsgryv57K4qEuMVw__&Key-Pair-Id=APKAJLOHF5GGSLRBV4ZA
https://s3-euw1-ap-pe-df-pch-content-store-p.s3.eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/9780429241161/195c8c9e-4f30-4230-802f-b7443b3fd9de/relatedobjects/preview.pdf?AWSAccessKeyId=ASIAQFVOSJ57RT76AHDE&Expires=1647863983&Signature=hkHGy80hK%2BRz3WUxJAKmuvO8EdI%3D&response-content-disposition=attachment; filename%3D"10.4324_9780203936665_previewpdf.pdf"&x-amz-security-token=IQoJb3JpZ2luX2VjEIv//////////wEaCWV1LXdlc3QtMSJGMEQCIFurEo2yBD5dBlss3IAE%2BajjAkPk57l5zDP%2Bq3XnUKY1AiAwZo5ZBP25D2KW9FePc0/ngSVqOoyqEBD2MmX0W3AFwir6AwgUEAMaDDAxMjE3NzI2NDUxMSIMRGD/Fh3ru5ZogYsbKtcDAuOFeg26Y5ne6XDotkAfGnwIeJZ92pP8k65G/x39ntXiCHp3uAVKHvUTRiNqQkEfAXG6iBvVwGFY2HrjDL6Hy8W2ss7e7RJ4Lzek53n9D255g2%2BlP7M%2BC5pvQMfH6Hhizv3oSfRgS7k5f5aiFdbQlll5SlUALSHNKoSyVuHzH1a36zUFm/aVjyGYyHDWxqLqoitD8J%2B9LeQKaVhuAuIPhRE%2BAZIkMXsqi3/1XhmR4a04g1%2BOt9GBpjs2M2ZzYCPMmWNfQZLspIYPegaUeyYPSGkug%2BXIqgC%2Bowpmq5nmHOoXIeLX/nWhWZIoJH2qhT3eIu%2BxlBHXR%2BKr0jL3wvuhHLjAkjCe0gX4AUMvgzBrtyzgLUuaOiL2FDMO/SZxukKBVwhKCTwWEua9puIpkjKwiAmVZGaj4t/7BjlqgNrG9pHFPsBBuUOXGstAeMB693TUehJt%2BCy3nNEVqpcAITwQCxdaSmXypQcFFheL5jp%2BA4Ta2Nl%2BJYCFx/mOjCsh/fzKxYGu184UKewrgsX6PVAYFaGegQETTDPDIvV9%2BRp2FXj9JuWIWgBTmxlI7B5rBNAdAPclVBa%2BW3kel9YQtzTHl48%2BaQuTRPYiu/ChaNm4Uh/hPKMDNvV0MMqm4ZEGOqYBGFWMcmNRyiLqD5qZ753g8USNlVvdPuncbqFIygBs0eWanl5%2BTPuGTH57sJ87y3zy2JcPZUR4ZoxzIeZzwUxwLT47/x76yhX1qe3e3RhF00fs98a1mhE0%2Blt2rDidgacwiMp90%2BmGZQzEz7jDXqXAzg/7EIZ3ZdQ%2BwNx7tjnzsth0HE/e/g4XYP6IZXXgjlzRt2LB2FkfRvvWuKCjME/l%2Bs9gt6L9Kw%3D%3D
https://mitpress.mit.edu/books/inclusive-academy
https://overthefence.com.de/tools/
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3. Culture & diversity 
E.g., academic sector culture and values - how are we doing? 
Current societal questions regarding science proclaimed core values: 

Science shifted the industrial to information economy. Hero-saviour role questioned regarding

 meritocracy1, 2 (realization & principle)

 excellence3 (fuelled sustainability problems and over decades unable to communicate)

 objectivity (why believe research, if science‘s staff selection is obvioulsy not objective - why otherwise would
there be a cascade at all?)

 reputation (inability to tackle issues within the system results in media expossure. )

 accountability (see Picture a scientist)

 integrity 4,5,6  as the number one  and single universally acknowledged leadership competency

 quality (see DORA, Better Science)

 independence of research and young researchers

crisis of credibility: partial disconnect gets dangerous for the well-being of society - and of science.

24.03.2022 57

1. DIAGNOSING DEMOCRACY'S DISCONTENT Comment on M. Sandel's The Tyranny of Merit. S Song - American Journal of Law and Equality, 2021; 
2. Gvozdanović, J., & Maes, K. (2018). Implicit bias in academia: A challenge to the meritocratic principle and to women’s careers–And what to do about it. League of European Research Universities (LERU) Advice Paper No, 23.
3. Science is not neutral see A. Wahl in this series and  often fails in communication with society, e.g. Sustainability crisis was predicted by Club of Rome  5 decades ago, but  leaving the “ivory tower” for transformation only starts (too) 

late. The ivory tower  must become a watch tower…serving public interest and society” (De Maret, President  Univ. Bruxelles 2007
4. House, R. J., Hanges, P. J., Ruiz-Quintanilla, S. A., Dorfman, P. W., Javidan, M., Dickson, M., & Gupta, V. (1999). Cultural influences on leadership and organizations: Project GLOBE. Advances in global leadership, 1.
5. Hattie, J. (2008). Visible learning: A synthesis of over 800 meta-analyses relating to achievement. routledge.
6. Apply Daniel Levitin’s criteria for integer science (Google talk as well as his book on science in the post-truth society and on weaponized lies

https://books.google.ch/books?hl=en&lr=&id=fXJiDwAAQBAJ&oi=fnd&pg=PR7&dq=An+Inclusive+academy&ots=hSpJfN2HA7&sig=vJQUz7IBuEyeXZvnkqla91cNUrw&redir_esc=y#v=onepage&q=An%20Inclusive%20academy&f=false
https://www.bbc.com/news/science-environment-47478537
https://www.pictureascientist.com/media
https://www0.sun.ac.za/cst/news/covid-19-peer-review-of-research-integrity-of-science-crucial-in-pandemic-times/
https://www.universiteitleiden.nl/en/news/2021/01/academia-in-motion-a-different-form-of-recognition-and-reward
https://betterscience.ch/assets/downloads/BS_Plakat_Low_DE.pdf
https://biol.scnat.ch/en/activities/uuid/i/2d481e8a-03a4-583f-ad1e-1f2690dfa524-Womens_role_in_leading_positions
https://www.nationalacademies.org/event/04-28-2021/nobel-prize-summit-2021-the-future-of-sustainability-education
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3hK7Gd8UgmI
https://play.google.com/store/audiobooks/details/Weaponized_Lies_How_to_Think_Critically_in_the_Pos?id=AQAAAAC08Vfx8M&hl=de
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3. Culture & diversity 
E.g., academic sector culture and values - how are we doing? 

Universities as ideal expert organization? 

Science sector often 

 lacks theory-guidance regarding leadership, culture, staff- and organizational development, 
diversity and group-dynamics  

 engages in copy-paste activism instead of proven valid practices

 apply half-hearted approaches with delegation of urgent transsecting topics like equality 
/sutainability issues to mini-job-positions

 surveying and monitoring (or lack there of) in a way that does not ensure accountability

Crisis of rejection: gender topic bureaucracy burdens us without advancing us
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Source: Volk, B. Kompetenzorientierte Personalentwicklung für das akademische Lehrpersonal als Grundlage für innovative Hochschullehre.

Analyse eines Weiterbildungskonzepts für Hochschullehrende zum Erwerb von E-Learning-Kompetenzen. 338 S. Dresden, Techn. Univ., Diss., 2011.

see also An Inclusive Academia , & Dobbin, F., & Kalev, A. (2018). Why doesn't diversity training work? The challenge for industry and academia. 
Anthropology Now, 10(2), 48-55

https://www.fachportal-paedagogik.de/literatur/vollanzeige.html?FId=1038152
https://mitpress.mit.edu/books/inclusive-academy
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3. Culture & diversity 
E.g., academic sector culture and values - how are we doing? 

Faculty procedures (not only search & selection committees) often involve:

 burden is still with women that strongly compete1 with one another for the very few truly open 
positions (see below)

 young men feel threatened for their careers (in that fear not metabolizing ongoing privledge2)

 majority votes go on to favour established, originally male criteria for scientific excellence , e.g. 
o linear CVs 3

o impact factors more important then content

o high-ranking co-authorships, research hosts & networks seen as more important than individual achievements 

o research more important than teaching, 

o interdisciplinary research not realized as systematic source of innovation 5

o hardly any  leadership qualifications, competencies or assessment or further education required so far for high positions

o no reversed accountability 4 (recommendation letters by former emploees or culture survey results, etc.)
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See An Inclusive Academia & 
1. Lees, J., & Cikara, M. (2020). Inaccurate group meta-perceptions drive negative out-group attributions in competitive contexts. Nature human behaviour, 4(3), 

279-286.
2. Example: 316 female & 45 male students started at Vetsuisse Bern in 2019. They saw their career chances reflected on the faculty level with 1 female and 9 male 

full professor. Assuming equal performance women have it 60 times harder to achieve such a position. Analysed from the public statistical data on staff of Uni 
Bern. 2020.

3. Ibarra, H., Ely, R., & Kolb, D. (2013). Women rising: The unseen barriers. Harvard business review, 91(9), 60-66..
4. Gary Hamel: Reinventing the Technology of Human Accomplishment
5. Edmondson, A. (2018). The Fearless Organization: Creating Psychological Safety in the Workplace for Learning, Innovation, and Growth. Hoboken. Wiley

https://mitpress.mit.edu/books/inclusive-academy
https://www.unibe.ch/universitaet/portraet/zahlen__und__fakten/personaldaten/index_ger.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aodjgkv65MM
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3. Culture & diversity 
E.g., academic sector culture and values - how are we doing? 

Faculty procedures (not only search & selection committees) often involve:

 informal networks1 and interests to maintain hierarchy /extend power and / or determine focus of 
future research by a few at the top enabled through fear to speak up / by-stander effects
o pseudo-meetings, were people are taken by surprise about votes they were not prepared for

o processes / results that indicate a lack of transparency 

o pre-determining actions, including by members, departments and deans are common (e.g. vacancies designed for specific 
o predetermined persons – wasting energy for a pseudo-process. 

o true also for people pseudo-applying and negotiating with other universities to better their position at home university.

 splintered diversity actions2 instead of systemic interventions including bottom up approaches 

 leadership unconscious on to how acknowledging differences can contribute to universal  benefits 

Result: Accumulation of advantages 3, 4, 5 on one side and a growing disinterest6 and fear to speak up 
with the rest (proven to decrease excellence strongly7).
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See An Inclusive Academia & 
1. Günther, Susanne; Gerstenmaier, Jochen (März 2005): Führungsfrauen im Management: Erfolgsmerkmale und Barrieren ihrer Berufslaufbahn. (Forschungsbericht Nr. 175). LMU München: Lehrstuhl für Empirische Pädagogik und Pädagogische

Psychologie, Internet, ISSN 1614-6336  2. Strunk, G., Schiffinger, M., & Mayrhofer, W. (2007). 

2. de Vries, J. A., & van den Brink, M. (2016). Transformative gender interventions: Linking theory and practice using the “bifocal approach”. Equality, Diversity and Inclusion: An International Journal.
3. Strunk, G., Schiffinger, M., & Mayrhofer, W. (2007). From Perplexity to Complexity?. In submitted to European Organisation Studies Group (EGOS), 23rd colloquium, Sub-theme (Vol. 13).
4. Dobbin, F., & Kalev, A. (2018). Why doesn't diversity training work? The challenge for industry and academia. Anthropology Now, 10(2), 48-55.
5. Why do so many incompetent men become leaders? | Tomas Chamorro-Premuzic
6. Aasland, T. (2010). Talent at stake: Changing the culture of research - gender-sensitive leadership. Committee for Gender Balance in Research. English translation by Connie J. Stultz and Carol B. Eckmann. Oslo. Retrieved from Asociación de mujeres

investigadoras & tecnólogas (AMIT) website: www.amites.org/sites/default/files/pdf/publicaciones/norvegian_minister_research_2010.pd
7. Edmondson, A. (2018). The Fearless Organization: Creating Psychological Safety in the Workplace for Learning, Innovation, and Growth. Hoboken. Wiley.

https://www.emerald.com/insight/content/doi/10.1108/TLO-04-2021-266/full/html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wW2xszD-zBM
https://mitpress.mit.edu/books/inclusive-academy
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zeAEFEXvcBg
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Culture dimensions

(Subjective) Culture: 

 national / ethnic / region

 public / non profit / business 

 departmental / org. cultures

 socioeconomic class

 educational level 

 generation

 physical ability

 gender

 natural sciences / social sciences / humanities & arts

 ….

:
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Source:  Bennett, M. J. (1998). Basic Concepts of Intercultural Communication: Selected Readings. Intercultural Press, Inc &

picture source DGFP

3. Culture & diversity - cultural differences

https://www.dgfp.de/austausch/erfa/erfa-beratung/diversity-einbindung/
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3. Culture & diversity - cultural differences

Culture General Framework of Differences, e.g. men/women

24 March 2022 62

1. Language use         “I” vs conjunctive…

2. Non verbals

3. Communication style  No/Yes, but - linear/circular

4. Cognitive(=Learning-) style Person-/ Information-oriented

5. Values

Competition  ……     Cooperation 

Hierarchy ………    Egality….

Source: Bennett, M. Bennett (1998): Basic concepts of intercultural communication; Intercultural Pr Inc., adapted from Kluckholm, Worf/Saphir u.a.

See further: Landis, D., Bennett, J., & Bennett, M. (2003). Handbook of intercultural training. Sage Publications. 

Kanter, R. M. (2017). Power failure in management circuits (pp. 281-290). Routledge.

Kanter, Rosabeth Moss. Men and women of the corporation: New edition. Basic books, 2008.

Gardenswartz, L., Cherbosque, J., & Rowe, A. (2010). Emotional intelligence for managing results in a diverse world: The hard truth about soft skills in the workplace. Hachette UK.. Summary here

Gardenswartz, L.; Rowe. A. (2020). When the Golden Rule Doesn’t Work: Inclusion Requires More as accessed 11/05/2021 

https://books.google.ch/books?hl=en&lr=&id=U512AwAAQBAJ&oi=fnd&pg=PT5&dq=Handbook+of+intercultural+training+landis&ots=S4REW5MJGg&sig=2vlGDWW67WzIpeZ0dzjo9RriC6o&redir_esc=y#v=onepage&q=Handbook%20of%20intercultural%20training%20landis&f=false
https://genniux.net/wiki/elabs/pub2/ProgramaEstadias/EmpowerMastery/EmotionalIntelligenceManagingResultsDiverseWorld/EmotionalIntelligenceManagingResultsDiverseWorld.pdf
https://www.gardenswartzrowe.com/images/pages/archives/When-The-Golden-Rule-Doesnt-Work.pdf
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3. Culture & diversity - cultural differences
Women’s interest in qualitative research - increased funding towards quantitative

24 March 2022 63

people, qualitative 
research, 
collectivistic values...

Status, objects, data
linear logic, 

quantitative,...

See also: “Report: Women “Take Care,” Men “Take Charge”—Stereotyping of U.S. Business Leaders Exposed Oct 19, 2005“… women’s leadership and posing serious challenges 
to their career advancement. (Catalyst report ) Is it just stereotyping or an authentic and  fundamentally different approach? Compare with indications from Sapolsky’s

research, Stanford: “Stress – a killer”especially min 45 ff. as of 6.2021 and “Talent at stake”

https://www.catalyst.org/research/women-take-care-men-take-charge-stereotyping-of-u-s-business-leaders-exposed/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eYG0ZuTv5rs
https://kifinfo.no/en/2016/05/new-booklet-talent-stake
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3. Culture & diversity - cultural differences

Example of differences impacting recruiting success:

24 March 2022 64

You cannot fit new people in old structures! 

Source: Courtesy of Londa Schiebinger, Stanford;  Conference doing diverse Aachen 2009 RWTH; 
see also: Proctor, R. N., & Schiebinger, L. (2008). Agnotology: The making and unmaking of ignorance.  And further: Schiebinger, L. (2021). Gendered 
Innovations: integrating sex, gender, and intersectional analysis into science, health & medicine, engineering, and environment. Tapuya: Latin American 
Science, Technology and Society, 4(1), 1867420.  
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Culture – starting position
 To be in the vicinity of people who are different from us does not mean to be in contact with them!

 To realize differences and patterns does not mean to be able to deal with them constructively! (i.e. 
culture-specific to-do lists will not work…)

 Intercultural Competence is not natural, history and presence of conflicts show that the contrary is 
true!

 Common sense leads us to radically underestimate situations and misguides our reactions!*

 Differences in personality promote the need to be socially sensitive; and once individuals are 
socially sensitive, this can lead to the (necessary) maintenance of differences.
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Sources:  *Bennett, M. J. (1998). Basic Concepts of Intercultural Communication: Selected Readings. Intercultural Press, Inc. 

J. McNamara - University of Bristol, 2007

1. Culture & diversity - cultural differences
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2. Cultural & diversity - cultural differencess
Case - Women’s interest in qualitative / collectivistic oriented research 
 Funding goes in the direction of male interests

 Big unconscious bias of what we're funding

 In Germany e.g. according to DFG data, up to 2019 ¾ of the funds go to the areas of interest
for men, 1/3 to those of women (overlap!). 

 But social science might be at the heart of staying sustainable (e.g. knowledge about change, 
intercultural communication, group dynamics, leading diverse groups etc.)

 Try to go into true critical dialogue – ask for / invent a feedback slot in next meeting for own 
group dynamics.

 Too many rules will put everyone into rejection mode, this impacts the outcome.

 If we leave the room to good people making bad statements that will foster bad people 
making bad statement.
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See also: “Report: Women “Take Care,” Men “Take Charge”—Stereotyping of U.S. Business Leaders Exposed Oct 19, 2005“… women’s leadership and posing serious challenges 
to their career advancement. (Catalyst report ) Is it just stereotyping or an authentic and  fundamentally different approach? Compare with indications from Sapolsky’s

research, Stanford: “Stress – a killer”as of 6.2021 and “Talent at stake”

https://www.catalyst.org/research/women-take-care-men-take-charge-stereotyping-of-u-s-business-leaders-exposed/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eYG0ZuTv5rs
https://kifinfo.no/en/2016/05/new-booklet-talent-stake
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3. Culture & diversity - cultural differences
Stereotypes and generalization: checklist vs educated guess

24 March 2022 67Source:  adopted from a dictionary definition as presented in E. Grudling, Globsmart, p26 2003 

Rigid application of a generalization to every 
person in a cultural group or generalizing from 

only a few people 

Research based tendency of a majority of people 
in a cultural group regarding  values, believes, 

behavior held as testable hypotheses

A stereotype you would not like to hear about yourself? 

Values behind that? 

How would you feel if somone here would call you that? 
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2. Cultural & diversity - cultural differences
Stereotypes: a different definition (attention: I am working with that of E. Grundling above!)!

If we would treat theses differences with acknowledgment of their value as conscious and competent leaders of 
diversity in any given context to enrich our view on the reality, instead of the above claimed “supporting current 
realities” we would actively change current realities to the better! See R. Eisler’s arguments in The status of women
and D. Bohms insight „It is the attitue to contradictions that counts“ and lastly Masznevski, M. 2005, ppt., EU 
Conference on Gender and Research, Vienna; Women in science and technology. The business perspective 2006 and 
see also: Kanter, R. M. (1986): The Tale of "O": On Being Different. DVD. HBS & Goodmeasure or short version. Or 
Stanford research Tannenbaum, C., Ellis, R. P., Eyssel, F., Zou, J., & Schiebinger, L. (2019). Sex and gender analysis 
improves science and engineering. Nature, 575(7781), 137-146. If you still can not grasp the essence of what I am 
trying to say sign up for an advanced workshop here.

24/03/22 68Source: A. Eagly as retrieved 3.2022

https://youtu.be/eEmem0WMIQA
https://ec.europa.eu/research/swafs/pdf/pub_gender_equality/wist2_sustainable-careers-report_en.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/research/swafs/pdf/pub_gender_equality/wist2_sustainable-careers-report_en.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p56b6nzslaU
mailto:klein-franke@ideasXskills.eu
https://harzing.com/download/ae_pres.pdf
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Appreciate Diversity:
 be attentive, realize discrepancy!

 clarify own viewpoint, do not assume that the other person knows.

 suspend judgement dealing with an unfamiliar situation,

 try to take it neutral

 engage in other viewpoints, abandon own position and see situation from new viewpoint.

 develop multiple interpretations

… to avoid misjudgements through automated pattern-”recognition”!

„It is the attitue to contradictions that counts“  David Bohm
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Source: David Bohm …on perception

picture -KPMG: Wurzel 2005, DM program Uni Krems

3. Culture & diversity - cultural differences

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r-jI0zzYgIE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mst3fOl5vH0
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3. Culture & diversity - cultural differences
Build leadership competencies for true critical dialogue inspired by diversity 

Emotional self management for adequate problem setting and finding solutions:

Discussion Dialogue

Primary aim: to have the point to learn from each other

Intention: to convince the other to understand the other

Medium: arguments questions

Own thoughts: „What can I hold against it…?“ „What do you mean, do I understand you 
correctly…?“

Starting the answer: „I think …“, „Yes, but ...“ „Have I understood you correctly…?“

Break between
senctences:

none, rather interrupting

(already thinking of own answer while the other 
talks)

break (thinking of the answer after the other 
has spoken)

Attitude: just my opinion is important, „either – or“ there is more than one view, „as well as“

Impulse: „I  want to assert myself “ „I want to understand you“

Culture: confrontativ cooperative

24.03.2022 70
Source: adapted from H. Aigner MCI  lecture HR & OD 2012 
See also: E. Schein „Humble Inquiry“.

Self-reflect - improve own, group & meeting behaviour

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BOw0IDrKvuw
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Appreciate Diversity:
David Bohm (physicist and Einstein friend)

…on perception …and relativity theory and perception as analogues dynamic processses

…on bridging science & society

3/24/2022 71
Source: David Bohm …on perception

picture -KPMG: Wurzel 2005, DM program Uni Krems

3. Culture & diversity - cultural differences

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r-jI0zzYgIE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mst3fOl5vH0
The Millennium Interview: An Excellent, Previously Unreleased Interview of David Bohm
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r-jI0zzYgIE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mst3fOl5vH0
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1. Leadership requirements
2. Learning Organization 
3. Culture & diversity 
4. Risks and chances of diversity
5. Leadership & change 
6. Examples & role models 

Leading Cultural Change:
Towards a Diverse & Inclusive Academic Culture

3/24/2022 73Concept & © ideasXskills Pictures open source

https://www.ideasxskills.eu/
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4. Risks and chances of diversity 
Leadership & culture: soft skills - hard facts

Teams: 80 studies of together 9212 teams, predominantly international, but transfer men/women proven, M&A under way

Performance: costs, return on investment (ROI), flexibility, absenteeism, creativity, 

Problem solving competencies, war for talent, employee satisfaction, marketing /employer branding…
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Number 
of Teams

Performance 

Managing Diversity/ Performance

Homegenous
Teams

Diverse teams
lead by creators

Diverse teams
lead by
destroyers & 
equalizers

Source: Adapted from Maznevski, M. L., & Jonsen, K. (2006). Getting results with diversity. In Women in science and technology - the business perspective 
(Science and society EUR-22065-EN, pp. 61–68). Luxembourg: European Commission. Retrieved from https://publications.europa.eu/s/kEd4500 & see 
DiStefano, Maznievski 2000/6/7 & Women in science and technology

See further Tale of O 

https://publications.europa.eu/s/kEd4500
https://sites.insead.edu/facultyresearch/research/doc.cfm?did=2742
https://ec.europa.eu/research/swafs/pdf/pub_gender_equality/wist2_sustainable-careers-report_en.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p56b6nzslaU
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4. Risks and chances of diversity 

Chances & risks: 
negative spiral - positive re-enforcement cycle

24 March 2022 75Source: as indicated, both 2005
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4. Risks and chances of diversity 

Risk of pattern recognition x emotion

BASF self-analysis - diversity the business case 

24 March 2022 76Picture source: with thanks  to and consent by Talke Schröder,,BASF,  at “Going diverse conference RWTH Aachen 2009
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4. Risks and chances of diversity 
Risk of group conformity

Asch experiment

24 March 2022 77Source Asch S.  (1956) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iRh5qy09nNw
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4. Risks and chances of diversity 
Risks: O (= member of outgroup) – exclusion group dynamics

 exposition, need to adopt, represents the group (even if not…), overwork….
 in-group/out-group have a tendency to personally blame each other, even though to a large extend 

we have a structural, i.e. pattern effect…
 stereotyping, marginalization, network-exclusion, bullying…

E.g. see intercultural classroom realizing all risks…

24.03.2022 28
Source: R. Kanter, On being different Harvard Study 1993 & A Tale of O Video on Diversity

See also Development Model of Intercultural Sensitivity

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p56b6nzslaU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xquMVmuNM5c
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p56b6nzslaU
https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Milton-Bennett-2/publication/318430742_Developmental_Model_of_Intercultural_Sensitivity/links/5c49d6c6299bf12be3e05f91/Developmental-Model-of-Intercultural-Sensitivity.pdf
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4. Risks and chances of diversity 
Risks in academia: exclusion group dynamics

 exposition, need to adopt, represents the group (even if not…), overwork….
 in-group/out-group personally blame each other
 stereotyping, marginalization, network-exclusion, bullying…
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Source Forbes 2019.

nepotism & sexism in peer review Nature 1997 & see Picture a scientist 2021.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p56b6nzslaU
https://www.forbes.com/sites/johncumbers/2019/11/21/the-woman-who-first-showed-us-the-double-helix-a-personal-look-at-rosalind-franklin/
https://med-fom-medicine.sites.olt.ubc.ca/files/2014/02/nature-nepotism-and-sexism-in-peer-review.pdf
https://www.pictureascientist.com/media
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4. Risks and chances of diversity 
Case - Mario José Molina-Pasquel Henríquez
 pivotal role in the discovery of the Antarctic ozone hole. 
 co-recipient of the 1995 Nobel Prize in Chemistry for 

his role in elucidating the threat to the Earth's ozone layer
of chlorofluorocarbon gases (or CFCs). [8]

 great difficulties to publish for 10 years because of his style 
not meeting the linear-logical pattern of US American journals.

(Skf personal communication with one of his Postdocs)

24/03/22 81Source: Wikipedia & personal communication Uni Göttingen, Faculty of Chemistry Intercultural course 2014

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ozone_depletion
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nobel_Prize_in_Chemistry
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ozone_layer
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chlorofluorocarbon
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mario_J._Molina#cite_note-8
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4. Risks and chances of diversity 
Homogeneity in science - Asch dynamic ? 

Mentoring in science, e.g. 

ties over 75 years of Brazilian protozoology.

Results lack approach, perspective, questions

of 52 % of the world’s population – women.

24.03.2022 82
Source Bruno de Pierro. 2016. The branches and roots of science’s family tree. Pesquisa Issue # 249

See also & Manuel Lima: RSA ANIMATE: The Power of Networks. 2012

https://academictree.org/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nJmGrNdJ5Gw
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4. Risks and chances of diversity 
Patterns thinking - risks

“Ladder of inference” describes 
the thinking process that we go 
through, usually without 
realizing it, to get from a fact to 
a decision or action.

24.03.2022 83
Sources C. Agyris (1970).  Ladder of Inference 

Forbes 2019.
.

https://www.forbes.com/sites/johncumbers/2019/11/21/the-woman-who-first-showed-us-the-double-helix-a-personal-look-at-rosalind-franklin/
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4. Risks and chances of diversity 
Homogeneity in science:

 arises through natural pattern recognition & attraction 
 empathy & sociability
 enables quick decisions and routines
 creates closed systems
 lack of adaptability due to group pressure & conformity
 blind spots, unrealistic decisions
 lack of understanding of own systems dynamic…

It limits excellence and is at the root of the

“glass ceiling”: 

the invisible, non-trivial and hard to understand barrier to promotion for people different from the “in-
group”. Possibly resulting from overconfidence by the in-group and a partially closed mindset

24.03.2022 84
Source: Carol Dweck. RSA ANIMATE: How To Help Every Child Fulfil Their Potential as of 9.2021; Thomas Sattelberger, Vortrag Stifterverband 2014;
See also Development Model of Intercultural Sensitivity

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zeAEFEXvcBg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Yl9TVbAal5s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Yl9TVbAal5s
https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Milton-Bennett-2/publication/318430742_Developmental_Model_of_Intercultural_Sensitivity/links/5c49d6c6299bf12be3e05f91/Developmental-Model-of-Intercultural-Sensitivity.pdf
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4. Risks and chances of diversity - leading diverse teams
Leading a Diverse Workforce
Destroyers

 focus on difference,

 blame, personal conflict

 most common approach to diversity today

Equalizers

 focus similarities,

 smooth, no conflict, 

 mimicry of homogenous groups, loss of diversity in the long run

Creators

 focus on differences and (even more strongly on ) similarities in an iterative way 

 open discussion, constructive task conflict
(skf: create a sense of belonging, not division! To be able to do that you need to understand the deep differences so as to where and when they might trigger deep 
polarization & conflict and at the same time transfer a vision attractive to all, uniting and compelling!)

24.03.2022 85
Source: Masznevski, M. 2006, ppt., EU Conference on Gender and Research, Vienna; Women 
in science and technology. The business perspective 2006 .see also: Kanter, R. M. (1986): The Tale of "O": On Being Different. DVD. Harvard 
Business School & Goodmeasure, Inc. London see also Zooming: How Effective Leaders Adjust Their Focus  as of 6.2021

https://ec.europa.eu/research/swafs/pdf/pub_gender_equality/wist2_sustainable-careers-report_en.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/research/swafs/pdf/pub_gender_equality/wist2_sustainable-careers-report_en.pdf
https://hbr.org/video/2226612738001/zooming-how-effective-leaders-adjust-their-focus
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4. Diversity & Excellence - leading diverse teams
A Chance of Harvesting Excellence:

24 March 2022 86

A start is possible and desirable, 

to build diversity the competencies to lead heterogeneous teams

M
Map

Understand 
the 

Differences

B
Bridge

Communicate
Across the 
Differences

I
Integrate

Manage the 
Differences

Value the 
Differences 

& 
Differences 

Create 
Value

High Performance

Source: ppt. Stahl, Masznevski et al 2006, EU Conference on Gender and Research, Vienna; Women 
in science and technology. The business perspective 2006

https://ec.europa.eu/research/swafs/pdf/pub_gender_equality/wist2_sustainable-careers-report_en.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/research/swafs/pdf/pub_gender_equality/wist2_sustainable-careers-report_en.pdf
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4. Diversity & Excellence - leading diverse teams

A Chance of Harvesting Excellence - Conclusion:

24 March 2022 87

e.g. from Air Liquide (all dots are employees):

We‘ve all got to listen harder

We‘ve all got something to say

We‘ve all got a different viewpoint

Source: ppt. Air Liquide Products,  icwes 2014 Lille
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4. Diversity & Excellence - leading diverse teams

A Chance of Harvesting Excellence

24 March 2022 88Source: Liz Fosslien, Mollie West Duffy in Forbes 4.2019

https://www.forbes.com/sites/rimmaboshernitsan/2019/04/26/these-two-millennial-authors-want-you-to-acknowledge-your-feelings-at-work/?sh=700f821317b6
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5. Diversity & Excellence - leading diverse teams

“No Hard Feelings: The Secret Power of Embracing 
Emotions At Work” 

Liz Fosslien , Mollie West Duffy 

“No Hard Feelings dispels the myth that there's no 
place for emotions at work. You can't 

communicate clearly unless you're aware of your 
own emotions, and the emotions you're sparking 
in others. You can't build productive relationships 

at work if you're showing up like a robot. This book 
will help you build the emotional discipline you 

need to succeed.” 

—Kim Scott, author of Radical Candor
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Leading a Diverse Workforce

Source: Liz Fosslien, Mollie West Duffy in Forbes 4.2019

https://www.forbes.com/sites/rimmaboshernitsan/2019/04/26/these-two-millennial-authors-want-you-to-acknowledge-your-feelings-at-work/?sh=700f821317b6
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1. Leadership requirements
2. Learning Organization 
3. Culture & diversity 
4. Risks and chances of diversity
5. Leadership & change 
6. Examples & role models 

Leading Cultural Change:
Towards a Diverse & Inclusive Academic Culture

3/24/2022 90Concept & © ideasXskills Pictures open source

https://www.ideasxskills.eu/
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Case for a change: mood in the sector? 

3/24/2022 91Source: Shift Learning 2020 UK:  what-researchers-think-about-the-culture-they-work-in.pdf as of 6.2021

5. Leadership & change – culture status quo in academia

https://wellcome.org/sites/default/files/what-researchers-think-about-the-culture-they-work-in.pdf
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5. Leadership & change – culture status quo in academia

Case for a change: Organisational attitudes to diversity in the sector?

24 March 2022 92

Resistance
approach

Fairness
Approach

Market access 
approach

Learning- & 
effectiveness 

approach

Reason

Comprehension

Diversity is neither  
topic nor threat
monoculture, 
homogeneity is positive

Diversity causes 
problems. 
Fairness, assimilation, 
equal opportunities

Diversity

Diversity as a business 
necessity

Diversity  used integrative,
multicultural ,pluralism,  
human resources

Argument don’t know,
don’t  /no need

We just see the person 
and are color blind

strategic – economic 
holistic, ethical, 
economical

Goal / Objective Defence /  Maintenance  
of status quo

Equal treatment of 
minorities

Access to customers 
and  to labor markets

Long-term learning  from 
diversity, flexibility, 
creativity, innovation,  cost 
reduction, War for talents

Source: adapted from  Dass & Parker 1999
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5. Leadership & change – dynamics
Change dynamic – the general case 

24 March 2022 93

Individual & organizational: predictable pattern that can be impacted strategically. 

3. Rational 
understanding

4. Emotional 
acceptance

Self preceived 
performance 

2. Rejection:
No change necessary

6. New competence:
Understanding, 

why things work or not
consistent 

implementation

7. Integration

5. Exercising:
Trial, error 
& success

time 

1. Shock:
Realizing

discrepancy to 
reality

Unfreeze - Letting go:
Creating a climate 

for change

Change - Neutral zone:
Engaging & enabling 

the whole org.

Refreeze :
Implementing & 

sustaining change

Sources: from the great simulation game by W. Kriz Systeams Change Handbook 2012 including core models among others by John Kotter „The heart
of change“ of J. Kotter  see also Vahs/Weiand, 2010, S. 75; (Bridges, 2009) The orange indicating the oldes assessment by Kurt Lewin.

https://www.systeams-change.com/
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5. Leadership & change – dynamics

Emotions in Grief: General Specific - Individual:

24 March 2022 94
Sources: *Kübler-Ross insights. Diagram showing two possible outcomes of grief or a life-changing event developed for Jobcentre Plus by Eos ** A diagram developed 
by Bertrand GRONDIN from a presentation of Elisabeth Kübler Ross ideas produced by France Telecom

Development Model of Intercultural Sensistivity M. Bennett 2009)

Specific - Intercultural (DMIS)

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jobcentre_Plus
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/K%C3%BCbler-Ross_model#/media/File:K%C3%BCbler_Ross's_stages_of_grief.png )
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/K%C3%BCbler-Ross_model#/media/File:K%C3%BCbler_Ross_grieving_curve.png
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/France_Telecom
https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Milton-Bennett-2/publication/318430742_Developmental_Model_of_Intercultural_Sensitivity/links/5c49d6c6299bf12be3e05f91/Developmental-Model-of-Intercultural-Sensitivity.pdf
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5. Leadership & change – dynamics

Specific - Team:

De facto 
performance 

Specific - Organization:

24 March 2022 95Sources: Source: *Tuckman, B. W., & Jensen, M. A. C. (2010). Stages of small-group development revisited. Group Facilitation: A Research & Applications Journal, 10(1), 
43-48. Vahs/Weiand, 2010, S. 75; (Bridges, 2009); . Kriz Systeams Change Handbook 2012 

https://www.systeams-change.com/
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5. Leadership & change – dynamics
Leading transformation – shift focus from structure to address culture

24 March 2022 96

Content level

Psychological                                                                    level

(Vahs/Weiand, 2010, S. 14)
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5. Leadership & change – dynamics
Management - Instrumental level

24 March 2022 97(Vahs/Weiand, 2010, S. 14)

manage
change

Phases of change-processes

• Definition of tasks

• selection of 

consultant

• promotors  

of the change

• process preparation

meassures 

• Analysis of strategy

• Analysis of cultural 

system

• Analysis of  

technical-

organisational  

systems

• goals of change

• (decision-)bodies

• interventions/

meassures

• systematic 

communication 

processes

• change-map

visualisation

• training and 

partizipation

• information and

communication-

policies

• Commitment and

task/time objectives

• opponents and

conflicts

• monitoring and 

evaluating the change

• meassures for

further development

Instruments of Change Management
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5. Leadership & change – dynamics
Management - Instrumental structural level

Best practice example: 

Gender Equality in Academia and Research - GEAR tool

Great theory-guide tool box with best practice examples

24 March 2022 98
Source:

https://eige.europa.eu/gender-mainstreaming/toolkits/gear
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5. Leadership & change – dynamics
Best practice example - Management - Instrumental structural level:

Diversity Audit Stifterverband

Co-creative top-down/bottom-up,

self-directed, supported change process

24 March 2022 99
Source:

Management - Instrumental level
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5. Leadership & change – dynamics
Roles in the change organization

24 March 2022 100

Requirement profile for a change manager:
 Self management skills
 Self-awareness
 Ability to balance conflicts
 Ability to learn
 Leadership values

Social skills
 Ability to enhance and maintain relationships
 Ability to set up effective project groups
 Communicative skills
 Ability to develop others
 Ability to enhance the quality of work

Management skills 
 Ability to think and act strategically 
 Ability to think creatively 
 Ability to initiate and realize change processes

Source: Vahs & Weiand, 2010, p. 47
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5. Leadership & change – dynamics
Leading transformation:

Steer transformation using these culture meassures, recruit leaders able to do that!

24 March 2022 101

time

1. 
Increase 
urgency

2.  Guiding  
teams

3. Get 
vision right.  

4. 
Commu-
nicate for 

buy in

5. Enable 
action

6. Quick 
wins, don 
not let up

7. 
Safe-
guard 

success

Source:  Great simulation game by W. Kriz Systeams Change Handbook 2012 including core models among others by John Kotter „The heart of change“ of J. 
Kotter  see also  Vahs/Weiand, 2010, S. 14; see also: EU System Change Compass, 10. 2020 

lead
change

https://www.systeams-change.com/
https://www.systemiq.earth/wp-content/uploads/2020/10/System-Change-Compass-executive-summary.pdf
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5. Leadership & change – dynamics

Best practice example - Leadership – emotional cultural level:

“Fun theory”

24.03.2022 102Source: Piano stairs &  The worlds deepest bin as of 6. 2021

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SByymar3bds
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cbEKAwCoCKw
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5. Leadership & change – dynamics

AOC with Naomi Klein

Message from the future

24.03.2022 103

Best practice example - Leadership – emotional cultural level:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eLfXpRkVZaI
https://naomiklein.org/
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5. Leadership & change – dynamics
Leading change

24 March 2022 104

“Vision is a picture of the future that produces passion“

(Iris Gibbs, Associate Professor, 
Radiation Oncology, Stanford)
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5. Leadership & change – dynamics

24 March 2022 105

Blocking change Promoting change

Effect of role models

Attitudes of actors in change:
What do you deduct for leading 
through the change?

Source:  Great simulation game by W. Kriz Systeams Change Handbook 2012 including core models among others by John Kotter „The heart of change“ of J. 
Kotter  see also  Vahs/Weiand, 2010, S. 14; see also: EU System Change Compass, 10. 2020 

https://www.systeams-change.com/
https://www.systemiq.earth/wp-content/uploads/2020/10/System-Change-Compass-executive-summary.pdf
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5. Leadership & change – dynamics
Best practice example - Leadership – emotional cultural level:

The fearless organization

Culture survey (Harvard model)

 team scan

 expert feedback

 Handbook

What gets measured gets improved

24 March 2022 106Source: The fearless organization

https://fearlessorganization.com/
https://fearlessorganization.com/
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5. Leadership & change – dynamics
Leadership  - cultural, emotional level
 Culture scout to understand motivations and resistance (force field analysis)

 Understand social-networks, group-dynamics and power-balance

 Listen in what else is important and how that can be connected to diversity

 Use meeting methods that foster better decision making, like breaking up in small group
discussions, DeBono hats, over-the-fence strategy or decision making templates etc.

 Form powerful, representative coalitions, work with promotors (keep an eye on resisters)

 Aim to reduce hirarchies and listening to all, e.g. provide new formates that enable collaboration, 
world-cafes, hackathons, future searches, retraites…and complement traditional comitees

 Counteract polarization, encourage & train for critical incidents Zimbardo: Heroic Imagination 
Project & the Bystander Revolution

 Introduce culture survey, leadership trainings, corresponding assessment and recruiting criteria

 No blame game but accountability

Be alert still to detect toxic free-riders before they can establish themselves in leadership positions, 
ruining the faculty with their toxicity (i.e. avoid charming dark triade personalities).

24 March 2022 107
Sources: Dobbin, F., & Kalev, A. (2016). Why diversity programs fail. Harvard Business Review, 94(7), 14.

An Inclusive Academia &  Ibarra, H., & Obodaru, O. (2020). The liminal playground. In The Oxford Handbook of Identities in Organizations.

Picture: over the fence

:

https://overthefence.com.de/tools/
file:///s:/www.heroicimagination.org
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wW2xszD-zBM
https://stratserv.co/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/Why-Diversity-Programs-Fail.pdf
https://mitpress.mit.edu/books/inclusive-academy
https://overthefence.com.de/tools/
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5. Leadership & change – dynamics
Reasons for individual resistance to change

Social network effects

24 March 2022 108
Source:  Great simulation game by W. Kriz Systeams Change Handbook 2012 including core models among others by John Kotter „The heart of change“ of J. 
Kotter  see also  Vahs/Weiand, 2010, S. 14; see also: EU System Change Compass, 10. 2020 

https://www.systeams-change.com/
https://www.systemiq.earth/wp-content/uploads/2020/10/System-Change-Compass-executive-summary.pdf
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5. Leadership & change – global dynamics

Pearls
Global Mood & Urgency for Change towards Diversity & Inclusion
Global mainstream and its effects: David Rothkopf: The Superclass and the world they are making” 10-

18’ Compare with blind-spot conformity group-dynamic

WEF: Global Risks Report 2015.  Trust is the problem – and the solution 

Riane Eisler: Partnership and Caring Economy: 

Dominance vs partnership principle (Metastudy 89 countries) Otherwise Ressentiment & Terror:

Pankaj Mishra: Age of Anger

Timothy Snyder, Yale: Can History Save Us From Ourselves?
& https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Gh9fZkrFEKE,  & http://derstandard.at/2000059829025/Timothy-Snyder-ueber-Trump-Voellige-Missachtung-der-Realitaet

Michael Kimmel, Invested in Equality

Robert Sapolsky, Stanford: Stress - Portrait of a Killer Hierarchy & Status vs Equality & Care 

(Longitudinal Studies)

Souad Mekhennet: Analysis of those feeling left-behind. Western and other hypocracy. 

I Was Told to Come Alone“ Role of Media. 

Yuval Harari: 21 Lessons for the 21st Century
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LHtNFZ6K0pE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qA-gbpt7Ts8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ObDTH5ejYDA
https://vimeo.com/188734022
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=goq4eY6ykc8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_o5eb_4pvaM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Gh9fZkrFEKE
http://derstandard.at/2000059829025/Timothy-Snyder-ueber-Trump-Voellige-Missachtung-der-Realitaet
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FXAmBlUxAVA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eYG0ZuTv5rs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0lpfwuCp7R0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FSloTpkHYYI
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5. Leadership & change – global dynamics
Pearls
Global Mood & Urgency for Change towards Diversity & Inclusion
Hans Rosling: Ignorance Project
„The first thing in thinking about the future is knowing about the present.“ 

Robert Wright: Progress is a zero-sum game (Ted2009)

History has a moral direction: on-zero sum game adding net positives

 Biological evolution towards more complex organisems

 evolution towards more social complexity

 Moral revolution

 Technological evolution

 Realization, that someone else's welfare is correlated with yours!” 

Steven Pinker: The surprising decline in violence (Ted 2007)
„We have been doing things right: Violence declines since 16th 
century corresponding with increasing rational thinking &  enlightenment.
Progress is a net win from realizing each other as humans and overcoming anarchy” 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jbkSRLYSojo    https://www.gapminder.org/
https://www.ted.com/talks/robert_wright_on_optimism
https://www.ted.com/talks/steven_pinker_on_the_myth_of_violence#t-190068
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5. Leadership & change – global dynamics
Indifference

24.03.2022 111

“The opposite of love is not hate. 
It is indifference” (Elie Wiesel)

“If you are neutral in situations of injustice, you have chosen the 
side of the oppressor.” (Desmond Tutu, Friedensnobelpreis 1984)

Paradox of Tolerance:
„In the name of tolerance we should keep the right not to tolerate intolerance“
Uneingeschränkte Toleranz führt mit Notwendigkeit zum Verschwinden der Toleranz. Denn wenn wir die uneingeschränkte Toleranz sogar auf die Intoleranten ausdehnen, 
wenn wir nicht bereit sind, eine tolerante Gesellschaftsordnung gegen die Angriffe der Intoleranz zu verteidigen, dann werden die Toleranten vernichtet werden und die 
Toleranz mit ihnen.“ „Im Namen der Toleranz sollten wir uns das Recht vorbehalten, die Intoleranz nicht zu tolerieren.“

Source: Karl Popper 1945:Die offene Gesellschaft und ihre Feinde, Band 1.[1]

Be aware of deadly Milgram group dynamic or harassment equivalent e.g. in Picture a Scientist

Guidance for counter action: 
T. Snyder 2021. On Tyranny
Zimbardo: Heroic Imagination Project & the Bystander Revolution

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wdUu3u9Web4https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wdUu3u9Web4
https://www.pictureascientist.com/media
file:///s:/www.heroicimagination.org
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wW2xszD-zBM
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5. Leadership & change – global dynamics
Crucial measures benefiting everyone - theory guidance:

 read studies, books, involve experts 

 acknowledge emotions as facts

 invest in culture & leadership to build learning organizations

 holistic, systemic approach 

Let yourself and your commissions be guided by theory

24.03.2022 113

Source: e.g.  1.  Salvaj, E., & Kuschel, K. (2020). Opening the “Black Box”: Factors Affecting Women’s Journey to Senior Management Positions—A Literature Review. The New Ideal Worker, 203-222.

2. van den Brink, M. (2020). “Reinventing the wheel over and over again”. Organizational learning, memory and forgetting in doing diversity work. Equality, Diversity and Inclusion: An International  
Journal. 39 (4), p. 379-393. or 

3. WEF 7 ways to promote better research culture 2021  and Global Diversity & Inclusion Benchmarks 

https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2018/09/7-ways-to-promote-better-research-culture/
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2018/09/7-ways-to-promote-better-research-culture/
https://qedconsulting.com/news/announcements/146-global-diversity-inclusion-benchmarks
https://qedconsulting.com/news/announcements/146-global-diversity-inclusion-benchmarks
https://qedconsulting.com/news/announcements/146-global-diversity-inclusion-benchmarks
https://qedconsulting.com/news/announcements/146-global-diversity-inclusion-benchmarks
https://qedconsulting.com/news/announcements/146-global-diversity-inclusion-benchmarks
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5. Leadership & change
Leadership  - cultural, emotional level
 zoom out and apply change models

 focus service to society – they provide the infrastructure and finance most research in the end

 compelling vision contributing to realizing scientist's common values and societies needs

 act according to that vision (e.g. we urgently need to move from domination to partnership principles – does
the research reflect this?) and according to the transformation model

 make culture & leadership central, avoid toxic freeriders

 involve promotors and those affected most

 win powerful men as coalition partners to move towards partnership

 build inspiring coalitions

 work with energizing methods & processes 

 empower women

Address these group dynamics to overcome „diffusion of responsibility through the power of one“1

24.03.2022 114Source: Bystander Revolution: Dr. Philip Zimbardo

https://youtu.be/eEmem0WMIQA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wW2xszD-zBM
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1. Leadership requirements
2. Learning Organization 
3. Culture & diversity 
4. Risks and chances of diversity
5. Leadership & change 
6. Examples & role models 

Leading Cultural Change:
Towards a Diverse & Inclusive Academic Culture

3/24/2022 115Concept & © ideasXskills Pictures open source

https://www.ideasxskills.eu/
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6. Role models & examples beneficial to everyone
Women Changing Universities – great role models:

24.03.2022 116

Source: A. Neusel et al. (1994): Frauenföderung ist Hochschulreform – Frauenforschung ist Wissenschaftskritik. Niedersächsisches Ministerium für Wissenschaft

und Kultur.

See also: Neusel, A., & Poppenhusen, M. (Eds.). (2013). Universität Neu Denken: Die Internationale Frauenuniversität „Technik und Kultur “ (Vol. 8). Springer-

Verlag. Or : Neusel, A. (2008). Eine Universität neu denken. In Perspektiven der Hochschulforschung (pp. 293-307). VS Verlag für Sozialwissenschaften.

“Frauenförderung ist 
Hochschulreform - Frauenforschung 

ist Wissenschaftskritik!“
(Ayla Neusel (1994). 

„Promoting women is university reform – women’s
research is science criticism"
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E.g. ifu as a living lab for research and teaching connected to society
Concept of UNESCO best practice: International Women‘s University Technology & Culture
Various world conferences held over the past few years 
such as the UN conference in Rio de Janeiro (1992),  the UN 
Women's Conference in Bejing (1994) and Habitat II in Istanbul 
(1996) have addressed issues crucial to the future of humankind. 

Such issues have also been crucial to scientific and technical 
areas of women's research during the last years. Given this 
background…, the concept of the International Women's 
University Technology & Culture comprises "five Is" as guiding principles:

 interdependence and interaction of science and society

 interdisciplinarity

 integration of science and other social practices including the arts

 implementation of women's studies and gender studies 

 international and intercultural scope     

in all of the 6 project-areas: Body, Migration, Information, Water, City, Work.

3/24/2022 117Source:  International Women‘s University Technology & Culture; 2000 & picture source 

6. Role models & examples beneficial to everyone

https://cordis.europa.eu/article/id/13309-europes-first-and-only-university-for-women
http://wifu.org/about.html
http://wifu.org/about.html
http://worldcat.org/identities/lccn-n2003092855/
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E.g. PRIMA Leadership Program
 holistic, systemic & systematic

 learning and reflection network

 theory guidance on systems complexity, (group) dynamics, diversity integration, sustainable
practices

 supported practice exploring new and emergent paradigms

“In order to learn from the complex systems ….,

we need to share knowledge, be optimistic, 

trust and cooperate – and a living lab environment 

creates the grounds to do so.” Sacha Stolp | Senior Strategic Advisor | City of Amsterdam

3/24/2022 118Source:  WHO & Urban Living Labs 2022; picture source WHO; 

6. Role models & examples beneficial to everyone

https://www.snf.ch/en/wMxbD1hi2cL1EVS6/news/news-190408-kick-off-event-of-the-prima-leadership-programme
https://www.who.int/news/item/01-12-2021-tripartite-and-unep-support-ohhlep-s-definition-of-one-health
https://www.ams-institute.org/how-we-work/living-labs/
https://www.who.int/news/item/01-12-2021-tripartite-and-unep-support-ohhlep-s-definition-of-one-health
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6. Role models & examples beneficial to everyone
E.g. SNSF “The Future of Academic Leadership Dialogue”

see 2019, 2021 events

Attend this event yearly for cutting-edge leadership topics and practices

24.03.2022 119Source: SNSF PRIMA Leadership Dialogue 3.2021 see the video links next to the speakers, especially Helga Nowotny

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PvmzQjB7CdA
https://app.mural.co/t/livingsystemincocreation4197/m/livingsystemincocreation4197/1615542266210/4bbdb23d7dfdde84b819487a82bc04495078e244
https://app.mural.co/t/livingsystemincocreation4197/m/livingsystemincocreation4197/1615542266210/4bbdb23d7dfdde84b819487a82bc04495078e244
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6. Role models & examples beneficial to everyone
E.g. : Uni Bern Better Science Pilot 

24.03.2022 Source: Copernicus Alliance as of 2021 120

https://betterscience.ch/#/
https://www.copernicus-alliance.org/news-archive/308-better-science-initiative-launched-in-switzerland  & https:/betterscience.ch/#/
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6. Role models & examples beneficial to everyone
Women Changing Universities – great role models:

24.03.2022 121

Rennison, C., & Bonomi, A. (2020). 
Women leading change in academia: 
Breaking the glass ceiling, cliff, and 

slipper.
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6. Role models & examples beneficial to everyone
Women Changing Universities – great role models:

24.03.2022 122

Amy Edmondson, Harvard 
How to turn a group of strangers into 

a team
Is yours a Learning Organization?

How to turn a group of strangers into a team
https://hbr.org/2008/03/is-yours-a-learning-organization
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6. Role models & examples beneficial to everyone
Changing Universities - establish true expert organizations:

 Learning Organization (P. Senge, MIT).  Personal mastery, systems thinking, mutual vision, aligning 
mental models, team learning

 Fearless organization (A. Edmondson, Harvard). Psychological safety, diversity, openness to new 
ideas, time for reflexion

 Humanocracy (G. Hamel, LSE). Ownership, meritocracy, market (e.g. in our case: competition for
female researchers), community, openness, paradox. (Additions from his co-speaker M. Zanini: 
bureaucracy & hierarchy free, disaggregated & self-organizing, autonomous, transparent, 
accountable, collaborative)

 Human-centered culture & leadership ( Sir K. Robinson Univ. of Warwick) & Future of Human 
Resources (D. Ulrich, Univ. of Michigan). People are key to organisations success

 Nurturing Our Humanity: How Domination and Partnership Shape Our Brains, Lives, and Future (R. 
Eisler, Club of Rome)

Derive new selection criteria from these sources to develop (a.o.) universities as expert organizations. 
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https://mitsloan.mit.edu/faculty/directory/peter-m-senge
https://fearlessorganization.com/
https://hbr.org/webinar/2020/07/innovation-from-the-bottom-of-the-organization-up
https://www.dailymotion.com/video/xghx31
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=57PmDk73u7I
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/338624814_rec_to_Riane_Eisler_and_Douglas_P_Fry_Nurturing_Our_Humanity_How_Domination_and_Partnership_Shape_Our_Brains_Lives_and_Future
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6. Role models & examples beneficial to everyone
Women Changing Universities – great role models:

24.03.2022 124

Abigale J. Stewart and Virginia Valian
(2018)

An Inclusive Academy
Achieving Diversity and Excellence 

How colleges and universities can live 
up to their ideals of diversity, and 
why inclusivity and excellence go 

hand in hand
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6. Role models & examples beneficial to everyone
Changing Universities – e.g. recruiting & promoting 

Ensure accountability – make mandatory for recruiting use:

Stewart, A. J., & Valian, V. (2018). An inclusive academy: Achieving diversity and excellence. MIT Press

If committees / faculties do not consent that the approaches described will become policy:

Request which points are rejected, why and what alternative procedures are advocated for and why.
Monitor against the measures in this book.

Make it much harder, not to work with scientific grounded methods for staff/leadership processes.

The free market for research labour starts to function. 

If universities fail to respond adequately with an attractive working culture and adequate recruiting
process they will not be able to keep excellent researchers but experience brain-drain.
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Source: An Inclusive Academia &  Ibarra, H., & Obodaru, O. (2020). The liminal playground. In The Oxford Handbook of Identities in Organizations.

Picture: over the fence

https://mitpress.mit.edu/books/inclusive-academy
https://overthefence.com.de/tools/
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6. Role models & examples beneficial to everyone
Changing Universities – e.g. recruiting & promoting 
The future of an institution lies in the NEW faculty:

 New energy

 New visions

 New ideas

 New techniques

Hiring can…

 Promote change in productive ways

 Maintain the status quo

 Be a resource for change

 Be a resource for resistance.
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https://mitpress.mit.edu/books/inclusive-academy
https://mitpress.mit.edu/books/inclusive-academy
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Changing Universities – e.g. recruiting & promoting 

Recruit people able to collaborate in a learning organization

Recruit
 experienced learners 
 proven intercultural team workers 
 agreeable and conscientious collaborators (see interface big five model /dark triade; light triade)
 by involving your team
 enabling personal connection
 building on each others ideas
 towards  mutual goal / enriching pro-life vision

Avoid recruiting 
 highly dominant and hyper-competitive individuals
 psychopath & narcissists
 just based on topical complementarity
 based on similarity

Recruit people willing to grow! 

(and look out for signs of this in CVs and interviews)
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Source: Result from A. Edmondson, Learning Organisation Survey as of  2011 today see Fearless Organization Survey
And: "The Light vs. Dark Triad of Personality: Contrasting Two Very Different Profiles of Human Nature," by Scott Barry Kaufman, David Yaden, Elizabeth 
Hyde and Eli Tsukayama, in Frontiers in Psychology, March 12, 2019 overview here

https://surveys.hbs.edu/perseus/se.ashx?s=381B5FE533C282FF
https://fearlessorganization.com/
https://blogs.scientificamerican.com/beautiful-minds/the-light-triad-vs-dark-triad-of-personality/
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 make proven learning organization leadership competencies a make-or-break criterion1, 2. Improve ability to
distinguish between confidence & competence and other critera for bad/good leadership. 

„The solution is to follow the signs and look for the qualities that actually make people better leaders. There is a pathological mismatch between the attributes that seduce us in a leader and those that are needed to be an effective leader. If we want to im-
prove the performance of our leaders, we should focus on the right traits. Instead of falling for people who are confident, narcissistic and charismatic, we should promote people because of competence, humility and integrity. Incidentally, this would also lead 
to a higher proportion of female than male leaders — large-scale scientific studies show that women score higher than men on measures of competence, humility and integrity. But the point is that we would significantly improve the quality of our leaders.”

 bridge the gap between women‘s abilities and their opportunities at your faculty

 train all levels on advanced leadership especially how diversity is precondition to achieve excellence and
sustainability (including search committees)

 specify the contextual needs collectively with e.g. a hackathon

 use results to develop new criteria in line with theory LO & humanocracy

 repeated professional surveys to establish explicit culture and leadership consciousness

 implement reputational (praise/awards) and financial (reduce funding against gender balance success) 
accountability and inhibit „diffusion of responsibility“3

 abolish highest status professorships (OP) 4
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1. Chamorro-Premuzic, T. (2013). Why do so many incompetent men become leaders. Harvard Business Review, 22.
2. or his Tedtalk “…But a bigger problem is the fact that most leaders are incompetent. Indeed, whether in business or politics, incompetent leaders have negative effects on their followers and subordinates, causing low levels of 

engagement, trust and productivity and high levels of burnout and stress.”
3. Bystander Revolution: Dr. Philip Zimbardo

4. Hamel, G., & Zanini, M. (2020). Humanocracy: Creating organizations as amazing as the people inside them. Harvard Business Press.

https://www.mhackathon.com/
https://ideas.ted.com/why-do-so-many-incompetent-men-become-leaders-and-what-can-we-do-about-it/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wW2xszD-zBM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wW2xszD-zBM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wW2xszD-zBM
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 use a systemic, holistic strategy1

 monitor success and failures

 make the committee itself as diverse as possible. If not: involve external/international experts to 
join. Or involve the respective demographics from the early career researchers

 strive for 50 /50 men/women in all subjects. If not possible use cascade model

 accomodate unusual, niche and / or interdisciplinary topics.  They might become relevant in future

 have open rank but also at least 50 % open topic vacancies. Do take up unusual research areas to be 
able to provide for surprising expectations from society

 redesign processes:  EU Human Resources Strategy for Researchers and EU-Eige change gear tool

 assessment of quality: DORA and / or Better Science or corresponding EU criteria
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1. See example here The plan was agreed upon 30:1 vote, i.e. even most men agreed. The plan has culture, transparency & leadership as core focus.. 
There are also a lot more resources for meassures and readings in that plan.

https://euraxess.ec.europa.eu/jobs/hrs4r
https://eige.europa.eu/gender-mainstreaming/toolkits/gear
https://sfdora.org/read/
https://www.vetsuisse.unibe.ch/unibe/portal/fak_vetmedizin/content/e58/e109038/e1075004/Gleichstellungsplan_2021-2024_Vetsuisse_ger.pdf
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6 Principles1

1. universal design. treat equally, responsive to differences. (e.g.: neg. feedback taken more serious 
by women – phrase it differently: “This*** does not work well enough, please return with a plan” )

2. maximize each individual’s potential. Identify the best a person can and wants to offer (e.g. open 
rank, open topic vacancies), value teaching same as researching (e.g.: educator track)

3. take a different perspective find out, how people see a situation, e.g. promotion (women & men!)

4. be alert, step in, willing to change structural factors. Other e.g.: 120 % model, family time for 
men, meeting times…

5. try things out. E.g. Recruiting: really searching openly or pretending that? e.g.: address difficult 
culture by intervening - keynote talk praising 3 time the informally next person to be promoted to 
a professorship. That elicits unconscious predetermination in others. Really applying? Common 
practise of pressuring with outside offers that slows down everyone.

6. hold people accountable. Including search committees and faculties. Monitor & reward. 
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https://www.unibe.ch/research/promotion_of_research/uni_internal_grants/120_care_grant/index_eng.html
https://mitpress.mit.edu/books/inclusive-academy
https://mitpress.mit.edu/books/inclusive-academy
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 extend criteria. Judge broad achievements beyond publishing and impact, not circumstances or 

network: teaching portfolio, community or societal out-reach success. Include leadership 
competencies a make-or-break reversed accountability criteria (survey, assess, qualified letters of 
reference former employees see G. Hamel) 

 evaluation. Acknowledge the merit and performance in non-linear CVs, as well as informal 
leadership and change experience. Search for life-long-learners with broad interests. 

 assess leadership and other social competence earnestly: Ask concrete questions regarding 
leadership and collaboration: “How do you strive for excellence in your team?” Make it count 
substantially!

 start search early. Engage in active recruiting

 be honest: is this a true vacancy or pre-determined? 

 transmit a sense of possible belonging to those underrepresented so far / applying from this group
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Changing Universities – e.g. recruiting & promoting 
Develop a diverse pool: 

1. pursuing diversity & excellence

2. defining the position very open to attract broadly (attention on cues of belonging – or not)

3. search broadly: data basis, conferences, guest lectures – start early

4. Self-selection happens through cues of belonging in the form of off-putting vocabulary

5. clear institutional self-description

6. provide new resources (travel, search, but also expert input & training to committees)

7. provide family and dual career support and make it easily accessible

8. diverse search commitees (homogenous on dedication to excellence, diversity, proactivity, fairness)

9. train committee

10. provide data on possible pool of applicants

11. monitor short list and approve only when pool of applicants is reflected

12. praise sucesses…
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https://mitpress.mit.edu/books/inclusive-academy
https://mitpress.mit.edu/books/inclusive-academy
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We cannot hire who does not apply: 

1. A key first step is therefore to make sure the applicant pool is diverse, 
and that nobody is deterred from applying. 

2. Narrow job ads lead to stronger self-selection for less empowered groups.

3. Self-selection happens through cues of belonging in the form of off-putting vocabulary

4. Broad searches have proven benefits: more diverse candidates, more innovative criteria, broader interest of 
the faculty, rise in reputation and excellence.

5. Expressed values reduce the fear of candidates to face stereotypes, discrimination, or not to be a fit
(particularly if the institution has a certain reputation).
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https://mitpress.mit.edu/books/inclusive-academy
https://mitpress.mit.edu/books/inclusive-academy
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Sources of bias during the screening process

Demographic patterns tend to self-perpetuate: assessment for similarity, impact of informal networks, 
inhospitable environments.

 Criteria are defined based on the current person on the job

 Ambition, Toughness, Competitiveness, Assertiveness are double-edged swords

 Parents: Motherpenalty, Fatherbonus

 Moral licencing

 Raceblindness / Genderblindness

 Using proxies for quality (institutional prestige, publication number, publication prestige, letters of 
recommendation*)
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https://mitpress.mit.edu/books/inclusive-academy
https://mitpress.mit.edu/books/inclusive-academy
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Evaluating candidates: 

 fairness

 be critical of criteria currently in place

 settle shifting standards

 gender and parental issues

 commitment in principle vs in practise

 strategies: „I want to be fair“ helps

 gender blind can backfire. Educate yourself and others on bias

 avoid judging acquired status (networks, co-authorships, journal-prestige, institutions visited letters of recommendation etc.), 
read article suggested by candidate (or distributed reading collegium)

 monitor own and members drift from criteria and intervene friendly

 ensure multiple judges…
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https://mitpress.mit.edu/books/inclusive-academy
https://mitpress.mit.edu/books/inclusive-academy
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Sources of bias during the interview process

 Tone-setting powerful individuals

 Unstructured interviews

 Inappropriate questions

 Demographically contrasting interviewers

Solutions:

 Pre-interview with a larger set. 

 Structure / standardize interviews.

 Provide ample preparation information to candidates.

 Provide space to voice requirements.

 Agree on a mutual policing strategy for inappropriate questions.

 Signal values, and interest in diversity, to all candidates. 

 Provide room for candidate’s questions.
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So, how do you 
handle stress?

https://mitpress.mit.edu/books/inclusive-academy
https://mitpress.mit.edu/books/inclusive-academy
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Avoid accumulation of advantage: 

No blame game, but point out and intervene

 assert the twin goals of excellence and diversity. Encourage the confidence that both are mutually 
reinforcing1

 aspiration and assertiveness correlate with whom people see in leadership positions 2

 never underestimate the question of social belonging1

 ensure people are heard, not only the loudest and status-highest4,5

 small group discussions, record important points without attribution to contributor1

 Intervene, be a hero and foster heroism, if behaviour of others is inadequate 6
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Concluded from: 

1. An Inclusive Academia

2. Banchefsky, S., Lewis, K. L., & Ito, T. A. (2019). The role of social and ability belonging in men’s and women’s pSTEM persistence. Frontiers in psychology, 10, 2386.

3. Dobbin, Frank Richardson; Kalev, Alexandra (2016): Why diversity programs fail. In Harvard business review : HBR 94 (7/8), pp. 52–60.

4. Doldor, E. (2013). Organizational politics: The missing link to women's progression into managerial roles. In S. Vinnicombe, R. J. Burke, S. Blake-Beard, & L. L. Moore (Eds.), Handbook of research on promoting women's 
careers (pp. 196–211). Cheltenham, UK: Edward Elgar

5. Barea-Rodriguez, E. J., Barnett, S., Black, S. J., Brauer, M., Chang, H. K., Freeman, J., ... & Sanchez, N. (2021). Advisory Committee to the Director Working Group on Diversity Membership. Tackling gender bias in 
research evaluation

6. Philip Zimbardo: Heroic Imagination Project

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i-IV8Ws-nAQ
https://mitpress.mit.edu/books/inclusive-academy
hhttps://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-1204-2019-INIT/en/pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i-IV8Ws-nAQ
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Changing Universities: ETH respect campaign – live up to this vision! 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YmPHxUrx9lI
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Future prospects: 
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